
The banking sector in the UAE, in sync with its GCC counterparts, has been 
capitalizing on robust economic growth at the federal level. A nominal GDP 
CAGR of 23% during FY03-07 and an estimated growth of 21% in FY08, have 
in turn been driven by an influx of petrodollars, a private sector boom on the 
back of a favorable interest rate environment and the ability to attract foreign 
investment, primarily in the industrial, real estate and financial services sectors, 
thus catalyzing consumer spending. Further, data released by respective GCC 
central banks for FY08 has reaffirmed the UAE banking system’s position as the 
largest within the GCC, with associated assets expanding to USD403 billion, 
followed by Saudi Arabia which reported assets of USD347 billion.  
 
Going forth, for the current year, we are expecting the UAE to face a more 
challenging economic environment, as the effects of lower energy prices and 
the global financial crisis take their toll. In order to boost the local economy the 
UAE, in line with its peg to the USD, has tracked several rate cuts and hence 
reduced its repo rate to 1%, since 9M 2008 M2 registered Q-o-Q growth of a 
mere 0.7% (vs. a 33% CAGR during FY04-07). During FY09 we expect the 
banking sector to witness negative earnings growth in addition to a sharp con-
traction in loan growth, relative to what has been achieved over the past couple 
of years. 
 
We anticipate funding pressures for the sector to continue, on the back of both 
aggregate deposit growth failing to keep pace with loan disbursements (33% 
deposit vs. 37% loan CAGR during FY04-08e), as well as the sudden impact of 
a recent drying up of the foreign wholesale market combined with a significant 
outflow and repatriation of foreign liquidity (estimated at AED150 billion), as 
expectations for a widely anticipated GCC wide currency revaluation dissipated 
during 2H 2008. 
 
We are accordingly foreseeing a significant slow down across the aggregate 
loan book effective FY09, with our five year forecast CAGRs for government 
and public sector, corporate and personal loans premised at 10%, 11% and 
10% respectively; these are down sharply from comparable figures for the 
FY04-08e period, which registered far more aggressive expansions of 36%, 
37% and 41%. We are also expecting to see a doubling of NPL ratios apart 
from significant contraction in real estate lending to developers and contractors 
(which registered a 70% CAGR during the last four years to record AED116 
billion in 9M 2008) on the back of reduced appetite for the associated asset 
class, reflected in declining real estate prices, the current absence of specula-
tive buying and far tighter lending conditions for end users (LTV of 70%). 
 
Overall, the financial position of our peer group, with government support 
(AED16 billion Tier 1 notes; AED70 billion deposits being converted into Tier 2 
capital; and AED50 billion borrowing facility), with on onset of the international 
credit crisis is seen to be improving in comparison with a few of its regional 
counterparts. However, we believe, the banking sector will face a tough year 
ahead, due to tight balance sheets (LD ratio of 110%), comparatively high ex-
posure to currently volatile sectors such as real estate and equity markets (4% 
of assets), high dependency on wholesale funds (13% of liabilities) and larger 
provisioning due to risky loans (48% of loans). Furthermore, an increasingly 
competitive environment (top 5 banks controlling 54% of assets) is also ex-
pected to pressurize margins downwards. Hence, looking ahead, we are fore-
seeing a slowing down of growth in net income across the board (17% CAGR 
FY09-13 vs. 36% CAGR FY04-08) over our forecast horizon. Amongst our 
peers, FGB and UNB are expected to outperform with regards to profitability 
and asset expansion over our forecast horizon; however, we view the former as 
a comparatively riskier investment. 
 
We initiate coverage on Emirates NBD (TP AED3.32/share), National Bank of 
Abu Dhabi (TP AED10.05/share), Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank (TP AED1.95/
share), First Gulf Bank (TP AED11.29/share) and Union National Bank (TP 2.70/
share) with a DECF valuation. 
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Associated financial per-
formance has been fol-
lowed by further stellar 
results for 1H FY08, with 
aggregate net profit of 
AED16 billion illustrating 
38% growth y-o-y. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moreover, the momentum 
continued for the most 
part of FY08 with assets 
for the year registering a 
21% annual growth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Assets/GDP rose to 168% 
in FY07, which while re-
flecting the highest pene-
tration rate amongst GCC 
peers, continues to sup-
port further potential 
relative to comparable 
markets on a GDP/capita 
basis, with associated 
examples of Spain and 
Germany recording 225% 
and 328%, respectively. 
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UAE – Largest Banking Sector in GCC 
 
Data released by respective GCC central banks for FY08 has 
reaffirmed the UAE banking system’s position as the largest 
within the GCC, with associated assets expanding to 
USD403 billion, followed by Saudi Arabia which reported 
assets of USD347 billion. Further, the financial sector’s con-
tribution to UAE GDP recorded an average 6% throughout 
the FY03-07 period with a CAGR of 20% and registered 
AED41 billion in FY07. 
 
Stellar Sector Performance – AED16 billion in 1H 
FY08 net profits 
 
UAE banks reported an average 24% increase in the aggre-
gate bottom line for FY07, when profits rose to a 
record high of AED24.4 billion, up from AED19.7 
billion in FY06. Associated financial performance 
has been followed by further stellar results for 1H 
FY08, with aggregate net profit of AED16 billion 
illustrating 38% growth y-o-y, as the sector has 
flourished in a benign operating environment un-
derpinned by negative real interest rates, fuelling 
credit demand, planned and ongoing infrastruc-
tural developments of USD589 billion, and the 
aggressive expansion, and accordingly returns, 
accruing from investments across a range of as-
sets spanning financial securities to real estate. 
Industry ROE as of 1H FY08 settled at 21.2%, 
illustrating a 130 bps expansion over the FY04 
comparable. 
 
Increasing Banking Penetration – AED1.4 trillion in Banking Assets 
 
Banking sector (24 national and 28 foreign) asset expansion has proven significant over the past few years, 
registering a 40% CAGR between FY04-07, versus a 10% comparable for the four year period ending FY03. 
Moreover, the momentum continued for the most part of FY08 with assets for the year registering a 21% 
annual growth. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Assets/GDP rose to 168% in FY07, which while reflecting the highest penetration rate amongst GCC peers, 
continues to support further potential relative to comparable markets on a GDP/capita basis, with associated 
examples of Spain and Germany recording 225% and 328%, respectively. Moreover, a look at private sector 
credit (which accounts for over 40% of aggregate assets), shows the UAE market to be significantly more 
penetrable; registering 72% of GDP in FY07, relative to 99% and 140% in Singapore and Hong Kong and 
190% within the more developed banking system of the UK. 
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While the UAE banking 
system enjoys the pres-
ence of 28 foreign com-
mercial banking institu-
tions, various regulatory 
restrictions, including a 
20% corporate tax rate 
and maximum 8 branch 
license limit (one per 
emirate) has resulted in 
international players com-
manding less than 25% of 
aggregate sector assets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The recent reduction in 
rates has primarily been 
done to boost the slowing 
local economy (spillover 
effect of lower energy 
prices and liquidity crunch) 
as M2 registered Q-o-Q 
growth of a mere 0.7% 
(vs. a 33% CAGR during 
FY04-07). 
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Limited Opening for Foreign Banks – FTA Still in Progress 
 
While the UAE banking system enjoys the presence of 28 foreign 
commercial banking institutions, various regulatory restrictions, 
including a 20% corporate tax rate and maximum 8 branch license 
limit (one per emirate) has resulted in international players com-
manding less than 25% of aggregate sector assets. While true 
liberalization of the banking sector is a key component within the 
various Free Trade Agreements on the table between the EU/GCC 
and US/UAE, the stalling of associated negotiations for a number of 
other reasons (export tariffs, labor rights, political differences) has 
reduced pressure on the UAE to further deregulate its financial 
services industry. However, in FY04, the UAE allowed foreign banks 
to open branches in the Dubai International Financial Centre 
(DIFC), a virtual free zone for financial services in which foreign 
firms are authorized to conduct all types of businesses, except re-
tail banking. The DIFC has currently licensed more than 700 com-
panies and offers lucrative incentives, such as 100% foreign own-
ership, zero tax rate on income and profits, no restrictions on for-
eign exchange or capital/profit repatriation and a dollar denomi-
nated environment. 
 
Repo Rate 1% to Boost Economy 
 
According to the actions adopted by the US Federal Reserve, and based on the AED peg to the USD (USD1 = 
AED3.67), like other Gulf States, the UAE has tracked several rate cuts and hence reduced its repo rate to 
1% as of March FY09 compared to 4.25% in FY07. The recent reduction in rates has primarily been done to 
boost the slowing local economy (spillover effect of lower energy prices and liquidity crunch) as M2 registered 
Q-o-Q growth of a mere 0.7% (vs. a 33% CAGR during FY04-07) and inflation is expected to have cooled 
down to single digits during 4Q FY08, after registering a record 11.1% in FY07. 

Credit to Pvt. Sector (% of GDP) 
  2002 2007 

UAE 53.4 72.3 
Saudi Arabia 29.1 40.8 

Kuwait 58.3 64.5 
Oman 38.6 36.6 

Bahrain 50.6 65.1 
Qatar 28.7 52.0 

      
United          

Kingdom 141.0 190.0 

Singapore 107.2 98.9 
Hong Kong 148.0 140.0 

GCC Penetration Comparables 2007 
  Assets to GDP Loans to GDP Deposits to GDP 

UAE 168% 98% 98% 
Qatar 126% 75% 75% 
Oman 73% 46% 46% 

Saudi Arabia 76% 41% 51% 
Kuwait 135% 90% 77% 

Source: Central Banks; non comparable data for Bahrain 

Source: IMF and Fitch Estimates Source: CBUAE 
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2007 4.25 4.25 4.58 
Mar-08 2.25 2.25 1.90 
Jun-08 2.00 2.00 2.10 
Nov-08 1.00 1.50 4.40 
Dec-08 0.0-0.25 1.50 4.27 
Mar-09 0.0-0.25 1.00 3.20 

Source: CBUAE; Reuters; Figures in % 

UAE Monetary 
Aggregates 2004 2007 

    M2 242 566 
CAGR 33% 

  2Q 2008 3Q 2008 
    M2 676 681 

Q-o-Q Growth 8% 0.7% 
Source: CBUAE; Figures in AED billion 
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Despite a general consen-
sus that the UAE banking 
sector is overbanked with 
52 institutions and 808 
branches serving an esti-
mated population of 5.3 
million and an economy 
worth AED883 billion, the 
local market has witnessed 
the issuing of a number of 
new banking licenses over 
the recent period. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While it was widely ex-
pected that subsequent to 
this announcement, the 
Abu Dhabi banking sector 
would follow suit, nothing 
concrete emerged in this 
respect, and our recent 
discussions with peer 
group management con-
firmed that despite the 
fragmented nature of the 
local industry, the focus 
will be on organic growth 
over the coming period.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

NBAD emerges as the 
most mature and likely 
bank for any acquisition/
merger, be it on the local 
or international front. 
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Rising Number of Banks – Time for Consolidation? 
 
Despite a general consensus that the UAE banking sector is overbanked with 52 institutions and 808 branches 
serving an estimated population of 5.3 million and an economy worth AED883 billion, the local market has 
witnessed the issuing of a number of new banking licenses over the recent period; key in this regard are the 
three majority government owned Islamic banks, Noor Islamic Bank (FY07), Ajman Bank (FY08) and Al Hilal 
Bank (FY08). Further, private mortgage providers, Tamweel and Amlak, which currently serve in excess of 
50% of the local mortgage market, before being taken over by Emirates Development Bank, were also lobby-
ing the CBUAE to obtain banking licenses. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our Outlook - Local Banks Preparing for Future Competition 
 
A challenging economic environment, coupled with an inevitable growing presence of foreign players in the 
long run, and an increasing cross over of services on offer between the traditional deposit money banks and 
other financial service providers is reshaping the competitive environment within the UAE and wider GCC. In 
a preemptive move, local players are increasingly focusing on the benefits of both geographical diversification 
and consolidation. The first major step with regards to the latter occurred in October FY07, with the merger 
of Emirates Bank International (EBI) and National Bank of Dubai (NBD). While it was widely expected that 
subsequent to this announcement, the Abu Dhabi banking sector would follow suit, nothing concrete 
emerged in this respect, and our recent discussions with peer group management confirmed that despite the 
fragmented nature of the local industry, the focus will be on organic growth over the coming period.  
 
That said, it is our opinion that as the challenges of global economic turmoil increasingly weigh on local bank 
performance, we are likely to witness further consolidation over the medium term, as institutions begin to 
focus on cost reduction and revenue generating synergies, while the resulting larger asset bases will reduce, 
at least in part, the reliance on foreign players for large infrastructure and project financing requirements. On 
the other hand, we also anticipate that consolidation among mid sized growing banks will be difficult due to 
large stakes held by ruling families, which are reluctant to hold minority holdings in any combined entity. 
 
Primary Contenders for Likely Consolidation - NBAD & UNB or NBAD & ADCB 
 
Amongst the banks, ENBD, in the medium term, is the most unlikely to opt for any further inorganic growth 
within the UAE, with the entire merger integration process unlikely to be complete prior to mid FY09. 
Amongst the remaining 4 banks under coverage, we note FGB experiencing the fastest growth in its business 
expansion/development plans and hence expect the bank to concentrate on organic growth in the medium 
term, while NBAD emerges as the most mature and likely bank for any acquisition/merger, be it on the local 
or international front. We outline below what we view as 2 of the most probable scenarios: 
 
 

Number of Banks Operating in the UAE 
  Dec-06 Dec-08 

  Head Office Branches and 
Pay Office Head Office Branches and 

Pay Office 
Local Banks 21 516 24 690 

Foreign Banks 25 121 28 118 

Source: CBUAE 

Supplementary Priority 
NBAD UNB 

• 70% owned by the Govt. of Abu Dhabi • 50% owned by the Govt. of Abu Dhabi and 10% 
by the Govt. of Dubai 

• NBAD operates in Egypt with 26 branches 
• UNB operates in Egypt with 10 branches (it ac-

quired Alexandria Commercial and Maritime Bank, 
now UNB – Egypt, in November FY06) 

Similar Strategy 

• Desire to be major shareholders in any business enterprises – both the banks prefer to fully acquire any 
venture rather than be a minority shareholder; hence neither of them has a minority holding in any 
subsidiary 

• Both the banks have had large lending to the government and public sector 
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As of FY08, our peer group 
controlled 52% of aggre-
gate assets, equivalent to 
AED768 billion, (we have 
opted to exclude Mashreq 
Bank from our analysis due 
to its inherent liquidity 
risk), representing an 
increase of 100 bps over 
FY06. 
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Comparative Analysis 
 
In the following sections of this report, our analysis will be focused on performance parameters of our peer 
group of 5 leading listed banks within the UAE, namely Emirates National Bank of Dubai, National Bank of 
Abu Dhabi, Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank, First Gulf Bank and Union National Bank. 
 
Market Share of Banks 
 
As of FY08, our peer group controlled 52% of aggregate assets, equiva-
lent to AED768 billion, (we have opted to exclude Mashreq Bank from 
our analysis due to its inherent liquidity risk), representing an increase of 
100 bps over FY06; with the higher concentration occurring largely as a 
function of the merger between EBI and NBD, in October FY07, to form 
Emirates NBD (now the largest bank in the UAE with assets totaling 
AED282 billion) and to a lesser extent the aggressive penetration of Is-
lamic financing by the larger conventional players. 
 
Sovereign Wealth Funds (SWF’s) Holding in Most Banks 
 
The majority of banks within the UAE enjoy strategic, and often large, holdings by either government or quasi 
government entities. Associated ownership structures are reflective of support and high credit ratings as-
signed to the banking institutions, in turn facilitating favorable borrowing terms, (specifically relevant in the 
current international crunch), and also provide for an important source of both, funding (FY08 - 48%) and 
risk free lending opportunities (FY08 - 16%) for the sector. 
 
 

Source: Company Reports 

Source: Prime Emirates 

Complementary Priority 

NBAD ADCB 

• 70% owned by the Govt. of Abu Dhabi • 65% owned by the Govt. of Abu Dhabi 

• Very small Islamic finance exposure 
• ADCB launched Meethaq, its Islamic banking 

subsidiary in September FY08 and has acquired 
25% of RHB Capital, Malaysia  

• NBAD has been successful in garnering deposits 
and hence has very low alternate funding 

• Has a comparatively less liquid balance sheet and 
thus very high alternate funding 

• Comparatively low real estate exposure 

• ADCB has a comparatively high local real estate 
loan exposure and has extensive plans to develop 
its real estate business through its arm, Abu 
Dhabi Commercial Properties. 

• Merger between NBAD and ADCB will create the largest local bank with assets worth AED312 billion 

  S&P Moody's 

EBI A A1 

NBD A A1 

NBAD A+ Aa3 

ADCB A Aa3 

FGB A+ A2 

UNB - A1 

UAE Banks 2008 
  Asset Size Market Share 

Conventional Banks     
Emirates NBD 282 19% 

National Bank of Abu Dhabi 165 11% 
Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank 148 10% 

First Gulf Bank 108 7% 
Union National Bank 65 4% 

      
Islamic Banks     

Dubai Islamic Bank 85 6% 
Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank 51 3% 
Sharjah Islamic Bank 16 1% 

      
Other Listed and                  
Non-Listed Banks 562 38% 

      
Total 1481 100% 

SWF Holding 
  

56% 
71% 
65% 
0% 
60% 

 
 

30% 
8% 
0% 

 

 

 
 

Source: CBUAE; Company Reports; Figures in AED billion 
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However, the burst of the 
credit bubble (in the West) 
and the subsequent global 
financial crises combined 
with low confidence 
among banking institutions 
led to a halt in external 
funding and increased 
repatriation of funds (as 
revaluation of the AED was 
postponed) from the coun-
try estimated at AED150 
billion. 

 

 

Government and public 
sector deposits have pro-
vided a stable source of 
funding for the UAE bank-
ing sector (AED182 billion 
in 9M FY08), averaging in 
excess of 20% of the 
aggregate over the past 5 
years, on the back of a 
26% CAGR between FY02 
and FY07. 
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UAE Banks Experience Liquidity Crunch – Deposits Fall short of Loans, External 
Funding Remains Dry and State Intervenes to Provide Support 
 
UAE banking sector liabilities are weighed heavily towards monetary and government deposits, while more 
recently a trend has emerged towards medium and short term foreign borrowing facilities. Combined associ-
ated accounts totaled AED226 billion or 68% of total liabilities in FY02 compared to AED975 billion or 80% in 
FY07. While deposit (both resident and non-resident) growth has proven buoyant in absolute terms, register-
ing a 31% CAGR during FY05-08 (vs. 17% CAGR FY01-04), superior loan demand and subsequent disburse-
ments have outpaced it significantly. 
 
A negative interest rate environment, combined with attractive investment returns, specifically with regards 
to the capital markets and real estate asset class (bar the last 6 months), substantially reduced the propen-
sity to save, whilst catalyzing demand for leverage. Moreover, the increasing need for a matching of asset 
liability maturity profiles, as various real estate, infrastructure and construction related projects (requiring 
long term financing) took off, meant that our peer group diversify and look for alternative funding sources, 
which had been tapped largely in the form of medium term notes (MTNs) and long tenure syndicate loans. 
However, the burst of the credit bubble (in the West) and the subsequent global financial crises combined 
with low confidence among banking institutions led to a halt in external funding and increased repatriation of 
funds (as revaluation of the AED was postponed) from the country estimated at AED150 billion; this funda-
mental scenario has clearly been reflected in rising Loan to Deposit (LD) ratios at home (85% in FY04 and 
110% in FY08) with CBUAE capping the Loans to Stable Resources ratio at 100%. 
 
Government Support to Replenish and Guarantee Deposits 
 
Government and public sector deposits have provided a stable 
source of funding for the UAE banking sector (AED182 billion in 
9M FY08), averaging in excess of 20% of the aggregate over the 
past 5 years, on the back of a 26% CAGR between FY02 and 
FY07. We believe that it is the general tendency of the GCC states 
to channel excess petrodollars to government enterprises and 
local investment bodies, largely uncorrelated with world energy 
prices, which in turn form stable funding sources for the banking 
sector. 
 
Recognizing the liquidity crunch in the local banking sector during 
4Q FY08, the CBUAE took the following steps: 
 
September FY08 - AED50 billion enhanced liquidity facility in 
which banks are allowed to borrow funds up to the Cash Reserve 
Requirement (CRR), i.e. 14% on current, savings and call deposits 
and 1% of time deposits at 3%; however, banks seeking to avail 
funding in excess of the CRR would be charged 4.5%. 
November FY08 – The Ministry of Finance (MoF) announced 
that it would provide an additional AED70 billion to local banks as 
deposits on top of the already existing emergency liquidity facility. 
The first tranche (AED 50 billion) of the facility has been placed in the form of 3-5 year deposits as per their 
respective share of system assets. The deposits are payable in lump sum on maturity and carry an interest 
rate of US Treasury 5 year notes plus 120 bps or 4%, whichever is higher. Apart from these, the government 
also announced that it will provide a 3-year guarantee on all deposits and savings in all banks operating in 
the UAE, including guarantees on interbank loans. 
December FY08 – Introduction of the Dirham/Dollar Swap facility and the announcement that banks oper-
ating in the country had used AED3.7 billion under this facility. Simultaneously, in an effort to shore up their 
liquidity, commercial banks also rapidly withdrew their Certificates of Deposits with the CBUAE which as of 
FY08 recorded AED47 billion, a decline of 73%, compared to AED174 billion in FY07. 
February FY09 – The Government of Abu Dhabi, with the intention of strengthening the balance sheet of 
banks, announced that it will subscribe to AED16 billion worth of non-convertible Tier 1 notes for 5 Abu Dhabi 
banks. The notes will bear interest at a rate of 6% per annum payable semi-annually in arrear from (and 
including) the issue date for a period of five years, and thereafter at a floating rate, reset and payable semi-
annually in arrear, reflecting the initial margin. The notes are non-voting, non-cumulative perpetual securities, 
and are callable subject to certain conditions. 
March FY09 – All our peer group banks announced converting their MoF deposits into Tier 2 Capital. How-
ever, this option will not result in any issuance of equity shares to the MoF since the conversion option (for 
the MoF) is activated only if certain terms & conditions are not fulfilled by the banks or certain ratios are not 
maintained as required. 

Deposits by O wnership
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cast system deposits 
(resident and non-resident 
combined) to record 
AED1.6 trillion by the end 
of our five year forecast 
horizon of FY13 (12% 
CAGR vs. 33% CAGR 
during FY04-08) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Growing demand for loans 
and the emerging competi-
tion in the local market (3 
new banks in the last 2 
years) leads us to foresee 
our banking spectrum 
slightly losing its market 
share of deposits (130 bps 
decline in past 3 years) 
over the coming years. 
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Looking forward, we forecast system deposits (resident and non-resident combined) to record AED1.6 trillion 
by the end of our five year forecast horizon of FY13 (12% CAGR vs. 33% CAGR during FY04-08). Recognizing 
the strong inflow of state related deposits during FY08 we are accordingly estimating the contribution from 
this source of funds to record a 11% CAGR during FY09-13 to reach AED350 billion, equivalent to 21% of the 
aggregate. Further, our estimates point to private sector and individual deposits realizing 14% and 11% 
CAGR’s, respectively; the trend reflective of the continuing diminishing concentration risk of individual depos-
its whilst representative of increasing corporate funding as a result of a improving economic environment in 
the later years. 

 
 
 
Apart from the above monetary and quantitative easing measures, in February FY09, the Dubai government 
announced a USD20 billion (AED73 billion) government bond issue, half of which was bought by the CBUAE 
to help state-linked companies meet recent debt obligations. More recently, the Abu Dhabi government in 
March registered a similar USD10 billion (AED37 billion) Global Medium Term Note (GMTN) programme to 
help sustain ongoing infrastructural projects in the emirate. Such a positive step, in our view, will not only 
establish a long missing debt market system in the country but also help avoid immediate liquidity issues 
within various large state related real estate and construction companies. 
 
Increased Competition Leads to Most Banks Losing Market Share – ENBD worst hit, FGB best 
performer 
 
Growing demand for loans and the emerging competition 
in the local market (3 new banks in the last 2 years) leads 
us to foresee our peer group slightly losing its market 
share of deposits (130 bps decline in past 3 years) over the 
coming years. Within our peer group, we expect ENBD and 
NBAD, due to strong branch presence and corporate rela-
tionships, to maintain dominance in terms of deposit mar-
ket share; however, the former, in this regard, is expected 
to be the most impacted due to its concentration in Dubai 
from which repatriation of hot money is expected to be the 
highest and hence the bank is anticipated to underperform 
here. FGB is expected to benefit in terms of deposit attrac-
tion through its strong retail oriented strategy while ADCB 
is anticipated to gather market share despite higher deposit rates pressurizing its interest margins. As afore-
mentioned, due to the unique shareholder structure of major banks in the UAE, it is extremely likely that, 
should the situation warrant, Dubai and Abu Dhabi government and or quasi government entities will further 
step in to provide additional required funding. 

  2006 2007 2008 
System       

Deposits 519 716 922 

      
Market Share     

ENBD 18.2% 19.3% 17.6% 
NBAD 13.6% 11.4% 11.2% 
ADCB 8.4% 8.0% 9.1% 
FGB 6.6% 7.3% 8.0% 
UNB 5.8% 5.6% 5.4% 
Total 52.6% 51.7% 51.3% 

Source: CBUAE; Company Reports; Figures in AED billion 

  2008e 2009f 2010f 2011f 

Nominal GDP 883 738 853 955 

% Growth 21% -16% 16% 12% 
       

System       
Deposits 922 1,035 1,216 1,378 

% Growth 29% 12% 18% 13% 
Source: CBUAE; EIU; Prime Estimates; Figures in AED billion 

  
Tier 1 
Notes 
Issued 

Govt. Deposits To 
Be Converted Into 

Tier 2 Notes 

Total Capital 
Injection 

ENBD 3.5* 12.6 16.1 

NBAD 4.0 5.6 9.6 

ADCB 4.0 6.6 10.6 

FGB 4.0 4.5 8.5 

UNB 2.0 3.2 5.2 

Total 14.0 32.5 46.5 

Source: Company Reports; *Still in Planning Stage; Figures in 
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Unsurprisingly the sector 
has witnessed rising LD 
Ratio’s which have in-
creased from an average 
85% in FY04 to 110% in 
FY08. 

 

 

 

 

 

On the other hand, the 
governments’ decision to 
subscribe to AED16 billion 
worth of Tier 1 Notes and 
the conversion of AED33 
billion worth of MoF depos-
its into Tier 2 Notes (all 
banks combined) is a 
positive step to maintain 
adequate liquidity amongst 
local banks and boost 
investor confidence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further, it is important to 
note, that our peer group 
(unlike other regional 
institutions) is heavily 
dependant on external 
wholesale funding to meet 
regulatory requirements 
and to diversify the fund-
ing base. 
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Tight Balance Sheets Expected - ENBD to Under-Perform 
 
Unsurprisingly the sector has witnessed rising LD Ratios which have increased from an average 85% in FY04 
to 110% in FY08. Similarly, CARs have come under pressure (18% in FY05 and 13% in FY08) primarily im-
pacted by impairment provisions on financial investments (mainly Available For Sale) thus eating away Fair 
Value Reserves of most banks and secondly due to the implementation of Basel II in FY07; however nonethe-
less remain for the most part well above CBUAE requirements (10%), due in large part to the practice of 
capital raising which was undertaken across the board in FY05 and FY06. Further, in light of the recent mar-
ket corrections across the GCC and with the Emirates Securities Market (DFM and ADX) correcting ca. 2% 
during 1Q FY09, we expect our peer group to report further impairments on their investment securities 
thereby lowering profitability and equity growth outlook for the current year. 
 
On the other hand, the government’s decision to subscribe to AED16 billion worth of Tier 1 Notes and the 
conversion of AED33 billion worth of MoF deposits into Tier 2 Notes (five banks combined) is a positive step 
to maintain adequate liquidity amongst local banks and boost investor confidence. The Central Bank has also 
issued a directive that requires banks in the UAE to raise their Tier 1 CAR to 11% during the current year and 
to 12% by FY10. This is mandatory for banks that have availed of federal funding recently. Similarly, central 
banks across other member states of the GCC (especially Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Kuwait) have also an-
nounced various emergency packages and deposit guarantees to maintain the attractiveness of their banking 
system and to supply the much needed short and medium term funding. Overall, we maintain our view that 
an anticipated slowdown in loan growth, across the board, is expected to ease sector LD ratio and maintain 
adequate CARs. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
De-leveraging Process – Decline Expected in Foreign Liabilities 
 
Foreign assets relative to foreign liabilities recorded 3.9:1 in FY02 with this ratio having declined consistently 
to settle at 0.7:1 ending 9M FY08.The trend occurred essentially on the back of a 44% foreign liabilities CAGR 
across UAE commercial banks between FY02 and FY05; leaping to an 81% comparable for the FY06 and FY07 
period, as surging domestic credit, in our view, firstly, forced banks to secure alternate sources of funding, 
making sure that they do not breach the 100% loans to stable resources ratio set by the central bank and 
secondly, to match the maturity profile associated with real estate and infrastructural lending. Further, it is 
important to note, that our peer group (unlike other regional institutions) is heavily dependant on external 
wholesale funding to meet regulatory requirements and to diversify the funding base. Since the ongoing in-
ternational financial crunch has raised foreign currency (FCY) denominated borrowing costs we accordingly 
do not expect our peer group to raise any large funds from sources such as syndicate loans or Euro Medium 
Term Notes (EMTNs) until the end of FY10 thus moving into a de-leveraging process. Effective FY08, 91% of 
alternate funding of our peer group consisted of EMTNs and Syndicate Loans with the remaining 9% domi-
nated by the cheaper but dilutive mandatory convertible notes. 

Simple LD Ratio and CAR
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Company 
Alternate 
Funding 

2008 
ENBD 30.1 
NBAD 11.8 
ADCB 35.4 
FGB 9.4 
UNB 5.7 

  2002 2007 9M 2008 

Foreign Liabilities 28 321 326 

% of Total Liabilities 9% 26% 23% 

Source: CBUAE; Figures in AED billion 

Source: CBUAE 
Source: Company Reports 

CBUAE LIMIT 

Source: Company Reports; Figures in AED billion; Alternate Funding includes EMTN, Syndicate Loans, Euro 
Commercial Papers, Convertible Notes and Sukuks 
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Effective FY08, ADCB 
remains the most reliable 
on alternate borrowing 
(largely EMTNs) followed 
by ENBD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Loan to Stable Re-
sources ratio (as regulated 
by the CBUAE and which 
we calculate as net loans 
relative to 85% of cus-
tomer deposits + repur-
chase agreements + alter-
nate funding + sharehold-
ers equity) indicates that 
ENBD and NBAD are the 
most vulnerable to funding 
constraints having implica-
tions on lending growth.. 
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ENBD and ADCB to have the most Alternate Funding – FGB and UNB Best Placed 
 
Effective FY08, ADCB relies the most on alternate borrowing (largely EMTNs) followed by ENBD. With EMTN 
pricing, which constitutes the bulk of alternate funding, linked to LIBOR, a gradual foreseen decline in associ-
ated interest rates in the medium term is likely to relieve margin pressure, specifically in an increasingly com-
petitive banking environment in the UAE. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Further, since a large value of these foreign loans expire in 
FY09 with an even higher value requiring refinancing in FY10 
and as banks without the government’s support were very 
close to the CBUAE requirements for both capital adequacy 
and liquidity ratios, we have chosen to remain cautious on 
their lending ability. 
 
ENBD faces high L/SR Risk 
 
Our peer group witnessed solid average loan growth of 39% 
during FY08, while customer deposits, over the same period, 
grew at 28%, pushing L/D ratios to 110%. The Loan to Stable Resources ratio (as regulated by the CBUAE 
and which we calculate as net loans relative to 85% of customer deposits + repurchase agreements + alter-
nate funding + shareholders equity) indicates that ENBD and NBAD are the most vulnerable to funding con-
straints having implications on lending growth. Further, ENBD’s relatively low willingness to compete for local 
retail and corporate deposits thereby maintaining high net interest margins, has affected, negatively, our 
lending estimates for the bank relative to its peers, while FGB’s extremely aggressive credit expansion over 
the past three years (47% CAGR) suggests an extremely liquid balance sheet will lift loan book expansion 
effective FY09. On the other hand, ADCB, which although sports a below average L/SR ratio, has registered 
the largest increase in alternate funding, totaling AED35 billion effective FY08, which is expected to pressurize 
its margins. 
 
 

Alternate Funding Repayment Schedule 

  2009 2010 2011  Total 

ENBD 5.8 5.9 18.4 30.1 

NBAD 0.5 4.1 7.2 11.8 

ADCB 8.7 7.9 15.0 31.6 

FGB 2.8 0.0 3.0 5.8 

UNB 0.4 1.6 3.7 5.7 

Alternate Funding relative  to Total Liabilities
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Source: Company Reports 

Alternate Funding includes EMTN, Syndicate Loans, Euro Commercial Papers, Convertible Notes and Sukuks 

Loans to Stable  Resources
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Source: Company Reports; Figures in AED billion;        
Excluding Mandatory Convertible Notes 

Source: Company Reports; Prime Estimates; Data might differ from compay report 

Does not include Inter-Bank lending or deposits since required breakdown is unavailable 
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The banking segment has 
tweaked its strategy of 
loan disbursement over 
time to shed its depend-
ence on the dominant 
government and public 
sector credit towards the 
higher yielding retail loans 
(peer group consumer 
lending over total loans 
FY04 - 22% vs. FY08 - 
27%). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Government and public 
sector lending which pro-
vides the lowest interest 
spread (ca. 0.35%-0.75% 
plus EIBOR) is expected to 
be dominated by ENBD, 
NBAD and UNB over the 
coming couple of years. 
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Loan Growth in All Segments to Slow – Shift from Retail to State Lending 
 
The banking segment has tweaked its strategy of loan disbursement over time to shed its dependence on the 
dominant government and public sector credit towards the higher yielding retail loans (peer group consumer 
lending over total loans FY04 - 22% vs. FY08 - 27%), with demand in turn supported by the country’s demo-
graphics (high GDP/capita and 60% of the population lying between the age group of 15-40). Retail banking 
has accordingly witnessed rapid growth, with a broad-based expansion occurring in consumer finance, includ-
ing consumer durable goods, auto financing and mortgages, as well as lending for stock market investment 
purposes. However, going forth, we expect all banks to be risk averse and hence slow down their retail and 
corporate asset growth with government and public sector project lending to be of high priority. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Government and Public Sector Loans to Comparatively Outperform During FY09 (10% CAGR 
FY09-13 vs. 36% CAGR FY04-08e) 
 
Lending to the government and public sector, although relatively minimal in terms of contribution to aggre-
gate assets (AED143 billion or 10% of assets in FY08e), has nevertheless continued to expand rapidly over 
the past few years, as massive petrodollar windfalls have catalyzed significant infrastructural economic diver-
sification programs across the GCC. Lending to the state has accordingly illustrated a 36% CAGR during the 
FY04-08e period, increasing to 14% of aggregate loan book, up from 12% in FY02. However, with the recent 
cool off witnessed in energy prices, the associated implementation of the OPEC quota (thereby restricting the 
country’s oil exports) and deteriorating economic conditions of various developed nations, primarily impacting 
the UAE through an expected slowdown in oil related revenue, we have tendered to remain conservative in 
our assumptions throughout our five year horizon period and hence forecast UAE bank loans disbursed to 
govt. and public sector institutions to continue expanding at slightly lower rates than in the past, culminating 
at 23% of GDP by FY11 (AED224 billion), translated into a 9% CAGR during FY09-13. Nonetheless, for the 
current year, we expect state related lending to dominate the market acting as a catalyst to boost economic 
activity and thus adding strength to the AED42 billion fiscal budget planned for FY09. 
 
ENBD and NBAD Top in Government & Public Sector Lending 
 
Government and public sector lending, which provides the 
lowest interest spread (ca. 0.35%-0.75% plus EIBOR) is ex-
pected to be dominated by ENBD, NBAD and UNB over the 
coming couple of years, following an aggressive shift in strat-
egy for our other peer group members, with ADCB and FGB, 
maintaining the associated lending segment at a very minimal 
level as a proportion of aggregate loan books (3% and 2.7%, 
respectively for FY08). On a boarder note, in the long run, as 
private sector contribution to GDP continues to grow over the 
coming period, we expect our total peer group market share 
for this segment to continue falling, in favor of higher growth 
potential within retail and corporate lending opportunities. 
 
 

Banking Sector Loans                      
to Residents 

  9M 2008 % of   
Total 

Real Estate 116 13% 

Construction 107 12% 

Personal 224 25% 

Source: CBUAE; Figures in AED billion 

Shift in Loan Portfolio

63% 55%
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  2006 2007 2008e 

Govt. & Public       
Sector Loan Market 88 108 143 

      

Market Share     

ENBD 24.2% 30.1% 25.3% 

NBAD 15.0% 14.1% 9.7% 

ADCB 3.2% 1.6% 2.2% 

FGB 0.7% 0.5% 1.5% 

UNB 10.5% 9.8% 7.2% 

Total 53.6% 56.0% 45.9% 

Source: CBUAE; Prime Estimates; Figures in AED billion 

Source: CBUAE, Others includes Loans to Financial Institutions and Loans 
Personal Loans includes Loans for Consumption and Business Purpose 
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Looking forward, we fore-
see the personal loans 
segment, categorized as 
(commercial), to sport a 
10% CAGR over our ex-
plicit forecast horizon 
FY09-13, (vs. a 47% CAGR 
during FY04-08e). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FGB and ADCB are ex-
pected to specifically 
outperform here, as they 
maintain their pro retail 
strategy implemented by 
large outsourced sales 
force (FGB), large branch 
network (ADCB) and their 
combined strategic foray 
into mortgage banking. 
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Personal Loan Growth Expected to Slow - 10% CAGR FY09-13 vs. 41% CAGR FY04-08e 
 
Supported by stellar GDP/capita levels (USD 41,900 in FY08e), a negative interest rate environment and pre-
mium margins (ca. 4-5% plus EIBOR), personal loans (both consumer and commercial) in the UAE have wit-
nessed a 41% CAGR during FY04-08e settling at AED235 billion as of FY08e. While those that the CBUAE 
categorizes as Personal Loans, as a proportion of total assets, have witnessed a 400 bps expansion over the 
associated period, the rapid increase in the share of personal loans for “commercial purposes” is a notewor-
thy development; at AED166 billion and 11% of total assets in FY08e. It is widely accepted that a significant 
proportion of associated loans supported an explosion in demand for financial products, specifically from 
speculative retail investors, both equity and real estate based (personal loans reported its record peak growth 
of 64% in FY05 – when the stock markets were booming). 
 
Looking forward, we foresee the personal loans segment, categorized as commercial, to sport a 10% CAGR 
over our explicit forecast horizon FY09-13, (vs. a 47% CAGR during FY04-08e), the slowdown being primarily 
representative of the expected shying away of investors from any previously leveraged investment activities, 
primarily real estate and capital markets, (due to the negative sentiment currently prevailing on the back of 
decelerating economic activity) and also reflective of a slower disposable income growth via comparatively 
lower wage growth. Further, we calculate personal loans (consumption) to record a 8% CAGR during FY09-13 
(vs. a 30% CAGR during FY04-08e), on the back of increased consumer spending (partly to supplement high 
rents – estimated to be 40% of total household income); this supported by our primary estimations that 
UAE’s nominal GDP will sustain a 11% CAGR during our five year explicit forecast horizon and the number of 
employed people will increase at a 2% CAGR from an estimated 3.4 million in FY07 to 3.8 million in FY13. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ENBD, ADCB and FGB to Continue as Personal Loan Market Leaders 
 
We expect all banks within our peer group to continue focusing 
extensively on maximizing retail lending potential over the coming 
period, despite increasing competition being the prime reason for 
our peer group numbers pointing to an estimated 530 bps de-
crease in combined market share of the associated segment during 
the past 3 years. 
 
FGB and ADCB are expected to specifically outperform here, as 
they maintain their pro-retail strategy implemented by a large out-
sourced sales force (FGB), large branch network (ADCB) and their 
combined strategic foray into mortgage banking. On the other 
hand, enhanced competition and significant corporate lending are 
expected to be the prime causes behind our conclusions pertaining 
to a decline in retail loan market share for the larger banks, ENBD 
and NBAD, despite a foreseen increase in consumer loans relative 
to gross loans over the same period. 

  2006 2007 2008e 
Total Personal 
Loan Market 119 154 235 

      

Market Share     

ENBD 21.9% 20.5% 17.1% 

NBAD 10.1% 11.0% 9.6% 

ADCB 22.5% 17.3% 15.6% 

FGB 9.0% 11.5% 15.1% 

UNB 3.4% 3.6% 3.9% 

Total 66.8% 63.9% 61.4% 

Source: CBUAE; Company Reports 

Prime Estimates; Figures in AED billion 

  2008e 2009f 2010f 2011f 

Nominal GDP 883 738 853 955 

% Growth 21% -16% 16% 12% 

       

Personal Loans (Consumption) 69 74 83 89 

% Growth 59% 7% 12% 8% 

       

Personal Loans (Commercial) 166 179 207 228 

% Growth 50% 8% 16% 10% 

       

Total Personal Loans 235 253 290 317 

% Growth 52% 8% 15% 9% 

Source: CBUAE; EIU; Prime Estimates; Figures in AED billion 
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Corporate lending, as 
expected, constitutes the 
bulk of the UAE banking 
sectors asset base, regis-
tering ca. 50% of aggre-
gate loans in FY08e, 
equivalent to AED502 
billion, down from 63% in 
FY02. Growth momentum 
in this segment has accel-
erated considerably over 
the past 5 years, register-
ing a 37% FY04-08e 
CAGR. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aggregate corporate loan 
market share for our peer 
group increased by ca. 
1180 bps over the past 3 
years with ENBD and 
NBAD expected to retain 
market dominance in this 
segment mainly due to 
their size, large scale 
presence and technical 
knowhow (when compared 
to their peers). 
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Corporate Sector Loan Demand to Slow after Excellent Past Growth (11% CAGR FY00-03, 37% 
CAGR FY04-08e) 
 
Corporate lending, as expected, constitutes the bulk of the UAE banking sectors asset base, registering ca. 
50% of aggregate loans in FY08e, equivalent to AED502 billion, down from 63% in FY02. Growth momentum 
in this segment has accelerated considerably over the past 5 years, registering a 37% FY04-08e CAGR, ver-
sus an 11% comparable figure between FY00 and FY03. Catalysts behind corporate sector credit growth in-
cluded access to cheap loans (on the back of low interest rate environment), an aggressively growing popula-
tion (7% p.a.) supported by domestic capacity expansion capabilities across the board including real estate 
and the building materials industry (which accounted for 17% of aggregate corporate credit extension in 
FY07), hospitals, schools and the transportation and logistics sectors. Further, market consensus puts 
planned and ongoing projects within the UAE at USD589 billion as of March FY09 (of which USD335 billion is 
expected to be delayed), largely supported by the Dubai Strategic Plan 2015 and the Plan Abu Dhabi 2030. 

 
Having outlined our forecasts for personal lending (consumption and business) in an earlier section (10% 
CAGR FY09-13), we focus here on our outlook for corporate lending, which is expected to register a 11% 
CAGR over the 5 year period ending FY13. The primary reason behind our conservative forecasts for the do-
mestic private sector credit growth is the ongoing international liquidity crunch resulting in higher borrowing 
costs for local banks which is then passed on to consumers and corporates. Further, the crunch of funds 
(beginning 4Q FY08) has also stalled the ability of corporates to raise funds from alternate sources such as 
the equity and bond markets (conventional and Islamic Sukuk), which we estimate, will further result in pro-
ject delays and hampering of corporate expansion plans. Also, various officials from the Dubai and Abu Dhabi 
governments have announced that the Strategic Plan for both the emirates (which together contributed 86% 
of the country’s GDP in FY07), need to be reviewed downwards in light of recent global happenings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ENBD, NBAD and ADCB Continue to Dominate Corporate Loan Market 
 
Aggregate corporate loan market share for our peer group in-
creased by ca. 1180 bps over the past 3 years with ENBD and 
NBAD expected to retain market dominance in this segment 
mainly due to their size, large scale presence and relatively bet-
ter technical knowhow. Further, over the medium term, we ex-
pect FGB and UNB to witness more aggressive growth in associ-
ated market share; the former driven by large lending to the real 
estate related segment while the latter capitalizing on its large 
under-utilized branch network combined with an expected lower 
lending to the government and public segments. 

  2008e 2009f 2010f 2011f 

Nominal GDP 883 738 853 955 

% Growth 21% -16% 16% 12% 

       

Pvt. Sector Loans 736 800 919 1,022 

% Growth 44% 9% 15% 11% 

       

Corporate Loans 502 547 629 705 

% Growth 40% 9% 15% 12% 

Source: CBUAE; EIU; Prime Estimates; Figures in AED billion 

  2006 2007 2008e 
Corporate Loan 

Market 257 359 502 

      
Market Share     

ENBD 21.2% 28.1% 25.9% 
NBAD 13.3% 13.9% 15.6% 
ADCB 12.8% 13.4% 14.0% 
FGB 5.6% 7.5% 8.5% 
UNB 4.7% 5.0% 5.3% 
Total 57.6% 67.9% 69.4% 

Source: CBUAE; Company Reports, Prime Estimates; 
Figures in AED billion 

Dubai Strategic Plan 2015 -                                   
Currently Under Review 

• 2015 GDP target of USD108 billion 

• Real estate & construction and travel & tourism fea-
ture among priority growth sectors 

• Other focus areas include trade, financial, transporta-
tion and other professional services 

• Population: Expected to grow from 1.6 million in 
2007 to 2.9 million in 2015 

• Tourist Visits: 7.2 million visitors in 2007 to increase 
to 16.0 million visitors by 2015 

 

Abu Dhabi 

• 2010 GDP target of USD159 billion 

• Major development projects valued at USD500 billion 
Plan Abu Dhabi 2030 

• Population: Expected to grow from 0.93 million in 
2007 to 3.1 million in 2030 

• Tourist Visits: 1.8 million visitors in 2007 to increase 
to 7.9 million visitors by 2030 

• Residential Units: 180,000 in 2007 to increase to 
686,000 by 2030 

Source: IMF; UAE Public Authorities; NBAD 

Corporate Sector Credit    
Breakdown - 2007 

Manufacturing 9% 

Construction 17% 

Trade 27% 

Financial Institutions 
(Excl. Banks) 9% 

Mining and       Quar- 2% 

Others 36% 

Source: CBUAE 
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That said, real estate loans 
by UAE banks, on the back 
of relaxation of ownership 
laws in FY01 (Dubai) 
followed by Abu Dhabi and 
other emirates, recorded 
AED116 billion in 9M FY08, 
having expanded at a 77% 
CAGR during the FY04-07 
period, versus a 12% 
decline and flat growth 
during FY03 and FY04, 
respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overall, we believe that 
UAE banks were always ill 
placed, in comparison to 
its regional players, to face 
a real estate slowdown 
(impacting through de-
faults on loans leading to a 
rise in NPLs’) due to the 
expansionary approach 
adopted by the regulators, 
to cap real estate loans at 
a much higher 20% of 
customer deposits and 
allowing banks to be highly 
leveraged, when compared 
to their regional counter-
parts. 

 

 

However, going forth, 
adopting a conservative 
approach, we do not ex-
pect it to record further 
revaluation gains but 
anticipate cumulative 
investment property sales 
gain of AED374 million 
during FY09-11 apart from 
booking AED331 million as 
associated provisions 
during FY09. 
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Sudden Break on the Real Estate Loan Boom (77% CAGR FY04-07) 
 
Disclosure among local banks with regards to mortgage lending is rela-
tively opaque; firstly, it is widely accepted that a large portion of per-
sonal loans (commercial) constitute mortgage lending, while secondly, 
real estate loans (as classified by banks) include both, lending to real 
estate developers and mortgage lending component. Accordingly it is 
extremely difficult to measure individual mortgage loan book market 
shares and risk positioning. 
 
That said, real estate loans by UAE banks, on the back of relaxation of 
ownership laws in FY01 (Dubai) followed by Abu Dhabi and other emir-
ates, recorded AED116 billion in 9M FY08, having expanded at a 77% 
CAGR during the FY04-07 period, versus a 12% decline and flat growth 
during FY03 and FY04, respectively. Real estate loans relative to cus-
tomer deposits meanwhile registered 14% for our peer group in FY08; 
with management guidance across the board suggesting a similar ratio 
going forward, and largely away from the current CBUAE regulatory cap 
of 20%. Noteworthy here is the data pertaining to NBAD, which cur-
rently registers a 16% real estate loans/customer deposits ratio, with 
management having confirmed that close to 50% of associated dis-
bursements pertain to international real estate financing. Further, in an 
attempt to bypass aforementioned restrictions on real estate lending, a 
number of local banks have established real estate subsidiaries, with a 
maximum regulatory holding of 40%. Going forth, we anticipate the 
associated loan segment to witness a severe slowdown in growth primarily due to tight lending conditions 
imposed by banks (LTV of 50-80% as against LTV of 90%), low consumer confidence on the back of emerg-
ing job losses, higher emigration rates for expatriates, petite speculative buying and softening real estate 
prices, specifically within the luxury segment properties in Dubai (instead of rapid appreciation as experienced 
within the GCC in the past 2 years). 
 
Overall, we believe that UAE banks were always ill-placed, in comparison to its regional players, to face a real 
estate slowdown (impacting through defaults on loans leading to a rise in NPLs) due to the expansionary ap-
proach adopted by the regulators, to cap real estate loans at a much higher 20% of customer deposits and 
allowing banks to be highly leveraged, when compared to their regional counterparts. Such lose regulations 
fuelled speculation from the beginning on one hand and also resulted in banks being very close to their re-
quired regulatory limits. Further, a few banks also possess property (as an investment) on their balance 
sheet, which we consider disadvantageous in the current situation of reduced liquidity and higher scope for 
revaluation/realized losses. 
 
Investment Property Exposure - FGB Expected to be Most Vulnerable 
 
The real estate portfolio of FGB and ENBD primarily includes freehold land and com-
mercial buildings (either purchased or received in the form of government grants). 
FGB, until 4Q FY08 when the real estate downfall started, enjoyed a competitive 
advantage over the peer group with regards to real estate activities (freehold and 
leasehold property management, development and advisory services) with Abu 
Dhabi’s key real estate developers, Al Dar, Sorouh and Reem Investments holding a 
respective 20% stake in Green Emirates, the bank’s AED500 million JV real estate 
arm. The associated bank has reported a cumulative AED893 million worth of re-
valuation gains since FY06 and raked in a further AED240 million during FY08 on 
the sale of property; however, going forth, adopting a conservative approach, we 
do not expect it to record further revaluation gains but anticipate cumulative invest-
ment property sales gain of AED374 million during FY09-11 apart from booking 
AED331 million as associated provisions during FY09. 

Investment Property              
Exposure 

  2007 2008 

FGB 2,922 3,991 

ENBD 827 796 

ADCB 446 632 

UNB - 432 

Source: Company Reports; 

Figures in AED million 

Real Estate Loans     
% of Deposits 2007 2008 

     

ENBD 6% 14% 

NBAD 12% 16% 

ADCB 13% 8% 

FGB 16% 19% 

UNB 11% 12% 

     

Real Estate Loans     
% of Gross Loans    

     

ENBD 5% 11% 

NBAD 12% 15% 

ADCB 10% 6% 

FGB 19% 17% 

UNB 12% 12% 

Source: CBUAE; Company Reports 

Data may differ from company financials 
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ENBD, FGB and UNB have 
outperformed, in terms of 
expanding Islamic financ-
ing services within the 
market, with associated 
loans accounting for a 
growing share of aggre-
gate lending portfolio at 
each of the institutions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In FY08, our peer group 
registered an average 
0.9% NPL ratio down 
significantly from the 2.3% 
comparable of FY05, a 
function of both CBUAE 
and in-house individual 
bank risk procedures. 
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Boom in Islamic Financing - Opportunity for UAE Banks (ENBD and UNB Lead the Market) 
 
In order to capitalize on the estimated 48% CAGR witnessed in Islamic banking assets in the UAE during 
FY04-07, the majority of local players have launched Islamic subsidiaries with a focus on two primary aspects 
within the segment. The first is to enhance market share in servicing the local Sukuk issuance market (AED18 
billion in 9M FY08 and 41 billion in FY07) and second, to launch a full-fledged Islamic banking capability for 
the retail (largely mortgage related), corporate, SME and HNW categories. 
 
ENBD, FGB and UNB have outperformed, in terms of expanding Islamic financing services within the market, 
with associated loans accounting for a growing share of aggregate lending portfolio at each of the institu-
tions. NBAD, on the other hand, has negligible Islamic financing market share at present, although manage-
ment has indicated that this will become an arena of focus over the coming period. ADCB meanwhile, in Sep-
tember FY08, launched Meethaq, its fully owned Islamic subsidiary. 
 
Within our peer group we expect ENBD to lead the Islamic financing market; a function of its early mover 
advantage via its subsidiary Emirates Islamic Bank. UNB and FGB also appear well positioned within this seg-
ment, and are expected to see 21% and 22% associated average loan growth, respectively, over the coming 
3 years ending FY11, while ADCB’s Meethaq is also expected to rapidly gain market share on the back of an 
aggressive retail strategy combined with segmental knowhow derived from its 25% equity stake in Malaysia’s 
RHB Capital. 

Declining Non Performing Loans (NPLs) and Rising Coverage Ratios - (FY08 NPL Ratio 0.9% and 
Coverage Ratio 177%) 
 
Despite aggressive loan expansion over the past 4 years (42% CAGR FY05-08) with retail loans (total per-
sonal loans) in specific illustrating an estimated 40% CAGR over the associated period, UAE asset quality has 
continued to improve. In FY08, our peer group registered an average 0.9% NPL ratio down significantly from 
the 2.3% comparable of FY05, a function of both CBUAE and in-house individual bank risk procedures. How-
ever, sensing the economic downturn during late FY08, total loan provisions undertaken by UAE banks during 
last year witnessed an annual rise of 19% to record AED25 billion. 
 
 

Net Revenue from Islamic Finance
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Asset Q uality and Provisions
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NPL Provisions         
(UAE Banks) 

2006 33.3 

2007 21.0 

2008 24.9 

Source: CBUAE;     
Figures in AED billion 
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We thus expect our peer 
group to record a doubling 
of NPL ratio for FY09 after 
which a downtrend is 
anticipated beginning FY11 
as the associated ratio is 
forecasted to settle at 1.2-
1.5% for the rest of our 
forecast horizon. 
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We Expect NPL Ratio to Double and Coverage Ratio to Decline - ADCB and FGB pose higher NPL 
risks 
 
ADCB’s NPL ratio for FY08 came in 1.1% which is 20 bps higher than the sector average with management 
indicating that this came about due to an upgrade in internal risk policies, which now record loans un-
serviced in excess of 90 days as impaired versus an earlier 180 days measure. With ADCB and FGB also re-
cording the most risky loan profile (real estate, construction and consumer lending); we expect these banks 
out of our peer group to be the hardest hit in an event of a severe slowdown in either real estate or con-
sumer spending. However, management guidance from all banks indicated they have not faced defaults from 
any large real estate developers or contractors (which are estimated to account for 50% of the respective 
portfolio) till date; on the other hand, consumer and SME lending is expected to be an area in which higher 
defaults are largely anticipated. We thus expect our peer group to record a doubling of NPL ratio for FY09 
after which a downtrend is anticipated beginning FY11 as the associated ratio is forecasted to settle at 1.2-
1.5% for the rest of our forecast horizon. 
 
Coverage ratios also rose across the board last 
year, with the majority of UAE players now report-
ing in excess of 140%, providing a cushion for the 
defaults expected during the current year. Going 
forth, over the medium term, we expect the slow-
down in economic activity to hurt consumer and 
corporate sectors and hence anticipate coverage 
ratios to decline, despite large provisioning, to an 
average 109% for FY09 before rising back to 165% 
in FY11. 
 
 

% of Gross Loans - 2008 

  Real Estate Contracting Consumer Total 

ENBD 11% 4% 19% 34% 

NBAD 15% 6% 20% 41% 

ADCB 6% 18% 33% 58% 

FGB 17% 6% 44% 68% 

UNB 12% 11% 18% 41% 

Source: Company Reports 

Asset Q uality and Coverage Ratio
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ENBD and NBAD, both, 
have the largest physical 
presence across the inter-
national market; however, 
the latter is the only bank 
to report a significant 
portion of its bottom-line 
stemming from operations 
outside the UAE borders. 

 

 

 

A much foreseen reduction 
in margins will prove a 
cause for concern, as cost 
of funding increases (due 
to rising competition). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our peer group matrix, 
which considers various 
criteria such as net interest 
income growth influenced 
by various loan and de-
posit structures, reveals 
that NBAD and FGB are 
likely to outperform in 
terms of margins. 
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Local and International Branch Expansion Gains Momentum – ENBD and NBAD Market Leaders 
 
While the UAE has provided a benign operating 
environment for local banks over the past few 
years, increased competition, and the desire for 
diversification has resulted in considerable M&A 
activity abroad, often funded by, over capitalized 
balance sheets. Within the MENA region, Egypt has 
proven the most favored target destination and 
thus witnessed significant penetration from UAE 
banks, primarily on the basis of attractive demo-
graphics (estimated FY08 population of 74 million 
and nominal GDP of USD161 billion). Intra-GCC 
acquisitions have also proven popular on the basis 
of solid political ties among the member countries, 
an anticipated easing of legislation allowing for new 
openings combined with familiar operating environ-
ments. 
 
ENBD and NBAD, both, have the largest physical 
presence across the international market; however, 
the latter is the only bank to report a significant 
portion of its bottom-line stemming from opera-
tions outside the UAE borders. 
 
Squeeze in Margins Expected 
 
Although the banking segment has witnessed sig-
nificant net interest income growth over the past 
few years (31% CAGR FY05-08), a much foreseen 
reduction in margins will prove a cause for con-
cern, as cost of funding increases (due to rising 
competition). In an attempt to compensate for 
higher external wholesale funding costs, slower 
deposit growth, a reduction in lending rates on the 
back of a declining interest environment, exacer-
bated further by the negative endowment effect, 
bank strategies are increasingly shifting to incorpo-
rate increased focus on higher yielding retail 
(mainly mortgage and personal loans) and SME 
segments. 
 
NBAD and FGB Set to Tackle Margin Pressures 
 
Our peer group matrix, which considers various criteria such as net interest income growth influenced by 
various loan and deposit structures, reveals that NBAD and FGB are likely to outperform in terms of margins 
due to higher consumer and lower government lending, at the expense of ENBD and UNB who we expect to 
remain key financiers of the state, while our outlook on slower branch expansion for UNB in particular will 
likely prove an impediment to more aggressive penetration of the retail market. 

 

UAE Branches Expansion Outside UAE 

ENBD 113 

Saudi Arabia (1), Qatar (1) , UK (2) and Jersey 
(Channel Islands) (2)                                                  
Representative (Rep) offices in India, Iran and 
Singapore. 

NBAD 84 
Egypt (26), Oman (6), Sudan (2), Bahrain (1), 
Kuwait (1), UK (1), France (1) and USA (1)                    
Rep office in Libya 

ADCB 39 India (2)                                                                    
25% stake in RHB Capital, Malaysia 

FGB 17 

50% stake in First Gulf Libyan Bank Nov 2008               
Qatar branch Jan 2009                                  
Rep office in Singapore                                                
In advanced stages to open branch in Algeria 
and rep offices in London, Shanghai and India 

UNB 49 
UNB-E (Egypt) with 10 branches Nov 2006                    
Rep Office in China May 2008                           
Qatar branch July 2008                                

  Source: Company Reports, Management Guidance 

Net Interest Margin
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Source: Company Reports 

Banks with High Consumer Loans 
Relative to Total Loans will 

Counter Margin Decline Well 

  2007 2008 

ENBD 19% 19% 

NBAD 20% 20% 

ADCB 35% 33% 

FGB 39% 44% 

UNB 15% 18% 

Banks with High Govt. & Public 
Sector Loans Relative to Total 
Loans Face Margin Pressure 

  2007 2008 

ENBD 19% 17% 

NBAD 18% 12% 

ADCB 2% 3% 

FGB 1% 3% 

UNB 28% 20% 

Banks with High Current Deposits 
Relative to Total Deposits Face High 

Endowment Risk 

  2007 2008 

ENBD 29% 31% 

NBAD 20% 21% 

ADCB 23% 17% 

FGB 6% 8% 

UNB 16% 10% 

 Source: Company Reports  
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Banks have drifted away 
from the common interest 
business and adequately 
diversified their revenue 
sources.  At the end of 
FY08, non-interest income 
for our peer group contrib-
uted an average of 41% to 
net banking income. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We expect all banks to 
continue reporting severe 
impairments for the same, 
especially during 1H FY09, 
and hence impact share-
holders equity and capital 
adequacy ratios nega-
tively.  
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Change in Operating Income Structure – Net Interest to Fee and Investment Income – FY09 
Expected to Witness Decline in Non Interest Income 
 
Over the past few years, as a result of new product developments (Islamic finance), availability of various 
investment avenues (real estate and capital markets) and slightly reducing margins - banks have drifted away 
from the common interest business and adequately diversified their revenue sources. At the end of FY08, 
non-interest income for our peer group contributed an average of 41% to net banking income. 
 
For the current year, we remain negative on our peer group’s ability to maintain/increase non interest in-
come’s contribution to net banking income firstly, due to an expected decrease in fee income stemming from 
capital market related activities (investment banking, asset management, brokerage and IPO fees) and sec-
ondly, due to slow expansion of the loan book, primarily corporate and retail. Further, capital market related 
financial losses (on investments held for trading and at fair value), which were a burden during FY08, are also 
expected to add pressure to operating income this year. Amongst our peer group, we expect ENBD and NBAD 
to specifically underperform with regards to associated fee income as dependency on the above mentioned 
categories remains significant within these banks. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Financial Investment Provisions to Negatively Impact Profits and Equity – ENBD, ADCB Worst 
Hit and FGB Best Placed 
 
With the recent decline in the equity markets wit-
nessed in 1Q FY09 and taking account of the Avail-
able for Sale (AFS) holdings of our peer group, we 
expect all banks to continue reporting severe im-
pairments for the same, especially during 1H FY09, 
and hence impact shareholders’ equity and capital 
adequacy ratios negatively.  
 
However, owing to strong government support 
(Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital injection) to the banking 
sector leading to increased liquidity, we anticipate 
our peer group to withstand the expected decline 
in profitability and report stable capital adequacy 
ratios. 

Components of O perating Income
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14% 

  ENBD NBAD ADCB FGB UNB 

Total AFS Investments 15,868 14,983 3,422 1,286 419 

Equity & PE Funds 22% N/A 13% 98% 17% 

Bonds & Others 78% N/A 87% 2% 83% 

        

% of Total Assets 6% 9% 2% 1% 1% 

CAR 11% 15% 12% 14% 12% 

Source: Company Reports; Figures in AED million; As of 2008 

      
AFS Impairment 
Booked in Equity 1,810 608 533 107 127 

        

% of AFS 11% 4% 16% 8% 30% 

% of Shareholders 7% 4% 3% 1% 2% 

Source: Company Reports; Figures in AED million; As of 2008 

      
Financial Security Im-
pairment Prov. Booked 
in Income Statement  

255 3 739 0 60 

        

% of Operating Profit 5% 0% 27% 0% 4% 

Source: Company Reports; Figures in AED million; As of 2008 
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Going forward, we expect 
ENBD and ADCB to con-
tinue reporting compara-
tively higher CI ratios. 

 

 

 

We believe the banking 
sector will face a tough 
year ahead due to tight 
balance sheets, compara-
tively high exposure to 
currently volatile sectors 
such as real estate and 
equity markets, high de-
pendency on wholesale 
funds, larger provisioning 
all of this combined with 
the primary factor of high 
fragmentation of the as-
sets within the local bank-
ing sector (leading to 
lower margins). 

 

Amongst our peers, FGB 
and UNB are expected to 
be risky and conservative 
outperformers, respec-
tively, with regards to 
profitability and asset 
expansion over our fore-
cast horizon. 
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Cost Income Ratio on the Rise – ENBD and ADCB Expected to be Worst Performers 
 
Pressure on net banking income due to lower 
non interest income growth was the primary 
reason apart from wage inflation, significant 
investments in IT infrastructure and aggressive 
product and branch expansion, for Cost to 
Income Ratios (CI ratio) of our peer group, to 
average 31% in FY08, up 240 bps from the 
previous year. 
 
Going forward, we expect ENBD and ADCB to 
continue reporting comparatively higher CI 
ratios; the former, despite its merger is still 
anticipated to face high operating costs associ-
ated with its rapid local branch expansions and 
the latter is expected to face pressure on the back of moderate income growth, relative to our peer group 
and a subsequent focus on, and associated cost outlay, stemming from development of new business lines. 
We anticipate our peer group average CI ratio to record 40% in FY11, which is expected to be above the 
regional average but well below the international benchmark. 
 
Tough Year Ahead for UAE Banks But Long Term Growth Sustainable –  
FGB Expected to be a Risky Out-performer while UNB Anticipated to be a Conservative Bet 
 
Overall, the financial position of our peer group, with the help of government support, within the current 
situation of an international financial crisis is seen to be improving when compared to a few of its regional 
counterparts. However, we believe, the banking sector will face a tough year ahead due to tight balance 
sheets, comparatively high exposure to volatile sectors such as real estate and equity markets, high depend-
ency on wholesale funds, larger provisioning all of this combined with the primary factor of high fragmenta-
tion of the assets within the local banking sector (leading to lower margins). Hence, looking ahead, we are 
foreseeing a slowing of net income growth across the board (avg. 17% CAGR FY09-13 vs. 36% CAGR FY04-
08) over our forecast horizon.  
 
Amongst our peers, FGB and UNB are expected to be outperformers with regards to profitability and asset 
expansion over our forecast horizon, though we view the former as a comparatively riskier investment. We 
believe that both banks are firmly positioned in an aggressive growth phase of their business cycle, with in-
terest income in specific expected to prop up bottom line numbers over the coming few years for FGB while 
UNB’s comparatively much lesser asset exposure to volatile sectors (real estate and equity investments) and a 
liquid balance sheet will help boost its profitability. 
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CBUAE Regulations   

Minimum Reserve            
Requirement 

14% on current, savings and call accounts and 1% on time deposits - with no interest. In 
addition, banks are required to keep at the CBUAE 30% of their Dirham deposits abroad 
with non-resident banks (including their Head Office and branches in the case of foreign 
banks) 

Capital Adequacy Ratio Basel II requirement is 8% and CBUAE current requirement is 10% 

Loan - Deposit Ratio 

Banks are required to maintain a loans & advances to stable resources ratio to a maximum 
of 100%. Loans comprise of (including interbank placements with a remaining maturity of 
more than three months), while the deposits comprise free capital and reserves, interbank 
deposits received with a remaining maturity of more than six months and 85% of customer 
deposits 

Large Exposure Limits - 
Real estate and                
Personal loans 

Real estate loans are capped at 20% of deposit portfolios although CBUAE allows banks to 
form separate mortgage entities, with 40% maximum ownership limit.  

The ceiling for personal loans is set at AED250,000. At present, credit card loans are ex-
cluded from the personal loan limit. Aggregate large exposure limit is currently set at 8 
times the capital base of the bank. 

Taxation Foreign banks - 20%, local banks - exempt 

 Source: CBUAE 

Foreign Bank            
Branches Limit 1 per emirate and 8 in total 

Emiratization All banks are required to increase the headcount of local (Emirati) work force by 4% p.a. 

Advances and overdraft 
facility for banks 

CBUAE provides banks with loans and advances for up to 7 days without collateral and for 
up to 6 months against collateral. The CBUAE also provides an overdraft facility to commer-
cial banks that allows them to utilize their required reserves free of charge for up to six 
days. 



Emirates NBD (ENBD), 56% owned by the Investment Corporation of Dubai 
via the Government of Dubai, was formed on 16th October 2007 as a result 
of a merger between Emirates Bank International and National Bank of Du-
bai. The bank has the largest physical presence through its 120 branches 
and 659 ATMs through which it conducts its core retail and corporate bank-
ing activities. 
 

ENBD’s dominance with regards to wholesale banking activities are clearly 
reflected on its balance sheet as the associated segment made up 75% of 
the loan book last year. However, a 16% y-o-y decline in deposits from the 
associated segment is considered as our primary concern and hence we 
expect the bank to witness the slowest loan growth (7%) amongst our 
peers for the current year. 
 

ENBD during FY08 recorded AED1.7 billion as impairment provisions of 
which loan and financial investment securities made up 80% and 15%, re-
spectively. Further, financial investments also contributed a net loss AED930 
million which was directly recorded on the banks PnL, by way of lowering 
non interest income. All of this resulted in its investment portfolio decline by 
17% y-o-y to reach AED20 billion or 7% of total assets and a 7% decline in 
y-o-y net profit. Adopting a conservative approach, we believe, provisioning 
will increase during FY09 with our numbers splitting into 68% for loans, 
18% for financial investments, 3% for intangibles and 11% for investment 
in associates (primarily Union Properties). 
 
On the other hand, although ENBD has adequately diversified its funding 
base, we believe the current challenging market situation coupled with ma-
turing high value EMTNs (AED5.8 billion in FY09 and AED5.9 billion in FY10) 
will force the bank, for the medium term, to maintain a LD ratio greater 
than 110% apart from remaining a net borrower in the interbank market. A 
tight balance sheet is expected despite the state capital injection worth 
AED16.1 billion (AED12.6 billion as Tier 2 and AED3.5 billion as Tier 1), 
which is only anticipated to provide the much needed immediate relief.  
 
We have factored in the deteriorating economic environment (leading to 
retail and corporate defaults) and hence expect the NPL/gross loan ratio to 
double to 2% during both FY09 and FY10 before moderating to 1.5% for 
the rest of our forecast horizon ending FY13. Our net income estimate for 
the year end comes in at AED3.2 billion, which illustrates a 13% annual 
decline, while our FY09-13 bottom line registers a 17% CAGR. 
 

Our valuation on ENBD has yielded a DECF fair value of AED3.32/share, 
with the company's future cash flows discounted by a cost of equity of 
13.9%. With the company currently trading at AED2.86/share, our fair value 
target provides investors with 16% upside potential. We accordingly assign 
a buy recommendation. 

UAE Banking Sector 

Emirates NBD 

Share Data  

Report Date April 05, 2009 

Company Abbreviation ENBD 

Sector Banking 

Traded Market  DFM 

Report Reason  Sector Update 

Valuation Methodology DECF 

Previous Report Date N/A 

Previous Target N/A 

Exchange Rate AED3.67USD 

Stock Currency AED 

Reuters Code  ENBD.DU 

Outstanding Shares (mn) 5557.8 

Par Value/Share (AED) 1 

Financial Year Ending December 

Mkt. Cap (AED mn) 16,117.5 

Weight to (PEMI)  7.5% 

Price Low – High (AED) (52Wk.) 2.64 - 12.7 

Relative Performance (52Wk.)  -5% 

  

Shareholders Ownership Stake 

Investment Corporation of Dubai 56.0% 

Free Float 44.0% 

Target Price Market Price Investment Grade 

AED3.32 AED2.86 Growth 

Recommendation 

Buy 

Upside Potential  

16% 

Figures are in AED mn unless stated otherwise   Source: Company Historical & Prime Estimates 
Please refer to disclaimer on last page 
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Stock Performance Chart 
(AED / Share) 

Fiscal Year  2007a  2008a  2009f  2010f  2011f 
Net Int. Inc.  4,080.20 5,833.81 6,551.74 7,479.31 8,296.95 
Growth N/A 42.98% 12.31% 14.16% 10.93% 
Net Banking Inc. 7,107.17 8,446.72 8,473.54 9,646.95 10,716.32 
Growth N/A 18.85% 0.32% 13.85% 11.09% 
Non-Tax Provisions 817.86 1,748.40 2,023.70 1,594.96 1,127.48 
Net Attributable Income 3,932.70 3,669.30 3,208.93 4,123.36 4,979.67 
EPS (AED) 0.71 0.66 0.58 0.74 0.89 
EPS Growth N/A -6.72% -12.55% 28.50% 20.40% 
DPS (AED) 0.28 0.18 0.12 0.19 0.27 
Dividend Yield  9.67% 6.36% 4.05% 6.51% 9.40% 
P/E x 4.0 4.3 5.0 3.9 3.2 
BVPS (AED) 4.25 4.45 5.01 5.57 6.19 
P/BV x 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 
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Emirates NBD (ENBD), 
56% owned by the Invest-
ment Corporation of Dubai 
via the Government of 
Dubai, was formed on 16th 
October 2007 as a result 
of a merger between 
Emirates Bank Interna-
tional and National Bank of 
Dubai. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, a 16% y-o-y 
decline in deposits from 
the associated segment is 
considered as our primary 
concern and hence we 
expect ENBD to witness 
the slowest loan growth 
(7%) amongst our peers 
for the current year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further Emirates Islamic 
Bank (99.8% owned sub-
sidiary) has positioned 
itself as the fastest grow-
ing Islamic bank in the 
UAE as its loan book has 
witnessed a 165% CAGR 
since inception in FY04 
and now contributes upto 
10% of gross loans of the 
parent Emirates NBD. 
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Emirates NBD (ENBD), 56% owned by the Investment Corporation of Dubai via 
the Government of Dubai, was formed on 16th October 2007 as a result of a 
merger between Emirates Bank International and National Bank of Dubai. The 
merger brought together the UAE's second and fourth largest banks by assets 
and created a banking institution with the largest asset base in the GCC region, 
totaling AED282 billion as of FY08. ENBD has the largest physical presence 
through its 120 branches and 659 ATMs, through which it conducts its core 
retail and corporate banking activities. The bank currently is also rapidly ex-
panding in segments of Islamic banking, investment and private banking ser-
vices and asset management. 
 
Company Strategy 
 

• Pursue profitable growth in retail banking combined 
with increased Islamic banking 

• Increase wealth management and investment 
banking business 

• Enhance market position in corporate banking 
• Pursue expansion in GCC and other key strategic 

markets 
 
Decline in Wholesale Deposits - Reason for Concern  
 
ENBD’s dominance with regards to wholesale banking ac-
tivities are clearly reflected on its balance sheet as the as-
sociated segment made up 75% of the loan book last year. 
Indeed ENBD was ranked as the number one mandated 
arranger for corporate deals last year (USD23 billion), cap-
turing a 11% share of the UAE market according to 
Reuters LPC/DealScan, as well as topping the book runner 
league table with a total of 10 deals valued at USD15 bil-
lion. However, a 16% y-o-y decline in deposits from the 
associated segment is considered as our primary concern 
and hence we expect ENBD to witness the slowest loan 
growth (7%) amongst our peers for the current year. 
 
Pushing Hard for Retail Banking – Islamic Banking in Focus 
 
ENBD due to its superior branch network has also proven successful in attracting customer deposits (within 
its retail banking segment), a competitive advantage in the current environment of rising funding pressures. 
On the asset side its retail services span a wide range of consumer products from current and savings ac-
counts, credit cards, personal loans, auto loans, mortgages to investment products. 
 
Further, Emirates Islamic Bank (99.8% owned subsidiary) has positioned itself as the fastest growing Islamic 
bank in the UAE as its loan book has witnessed a 165% CAGR since inception in FY04 and now contributes 
upto 10% of gross loans of the parent Emirates NBD. In a similar fashion to its conventional banking counter-
parts EIB also offers standard retail products combined with more complex corporate products including Mu-
rabaha, Ijarah, real estate financing, trade finance, secured overdraft, syndications, Sukuks & investment 
products. 
 
 

2008 Key Statistics and          
Market Share 

  
Loans - AED212 billion / 21% 
Deposits - AED162 billion / 18% 
  
Assets – AED282 billion 
Equity – AED26 billion 

Net Profit – AED3.7 billion 

Source: CBUAE; Company Report 

ENBD 
(Parent Co.) 

        Banking -  
EBI & NBD 

Emirates Islamic 
Bank 

Associates -  
Union Properties - 49% 

National General Insurance 
Co. - 37% 

Source: Company Report; Chart reflects selected data 
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The realization of syner-
gies helped ENBD record a 
CI ratio at 39.7% (below 
its 40% internal bench-
mark), which however, is a 
1470 bps rise over the 
FY07 comparable. 

 

ENBD during FY08 re-
corded AED1.7 billion as 
impairment provisions of 
which loan and financial 
investment securities made 
up 80% and 15%, respec-
tively. 

 

We believe the current 
challenging market situa-
tion coupled with maturing 
high value EMTNs will 
force the bank, for the 
medium term, to maintain 
a LD ratio greater than 
110% apart from remain-
ing a net borrower in the 
interbank market. 
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Integration Benefits Ahead of Schedule – Beats FY08 Target by 90% 
 
ENBD’s integration process has progressed steadily and is expected to be completed during FY10, in line with 
the schedule outlined upon announcement of the merger in FY07. In July FY07, ENBD committed to deliver 
annualized synergies of AED346 million and one-off synergies of AED26 million. The synergies were estimated 
to be delivered over 3 years with 33% accruing in FY08, 66% in FY09 and fully by the following year. 
 
In FY08, ENBD achieved revenue and cost synergies combined worth AED213 million and one-off synergies of 
AED22 million; these exceed the full year FY08 target by 90%. The bank included revenue synergies of 
AED104 million and cost synergies of AED109 million in its financial reports for FY08, surpassing target by 
60% and 118%, respectively. The realization of synergies helped ENBD record a CI ratio at 39.7% (below its 
40% internal benchmark), which however, is a 1470 bps rise over the FY07 comparable. 
 
FY09 to Witness Provisioning and Funding Challenges 
 
ENBD during FY08 recorded AED1.7 billion as impairment provisions of which loan and financial investment 
securities made up 80% and 15%, respectively. Further, financial investments also contributed a net loss 
AED930 million which was directly recorded on the banks PnL, by way of lowering non interest income. All of 
this resulted in its investment portfolio decline by 17% y-o-y to reach AED20 billion or 7% of total assets and 
a 7% decline in y-o-y net profit. Adopting a conservative approach, we believe, provisioning will increase dur-
ing FY09 with our numbers splitting into 68% for loans, 18% for financial investments, 3% for intangibles 
and 11% for investment in associates (primarily Union Properties).  
 
On the other hand, although ENBD has adequately diversified its funding base, we believe the current chal-
lenging market situation coupled with maturing high value EMTNs will force the bank, for the medium term, 
to maintain a LD ratio greater than 110% apart from remaining a net borrower in the interbank market. A 
tight balance sheet is expected despite the state capital injection worth AED16.1 billion (AED12.6 billion as 
Tier 2 and AED3.5 billion as Tier 1), which is only anticipated to provide the much needed immediate relief. 
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ENBD reported a 43% net 
interest income increase in 
FY08 results, culminating 
at AED5.8 billion, versus 
AED4.1 billion realized in 
the comparable period last 
year, attributed primarily 
to a 26% expansion in 
gross loan book to AED212 
billion. 

 

 

 

 

 

Non interest income mean-
while reported 14% y-o-y 
decrease in FY08 to 
AED2.6 billion, mainly 
attributed to an AED794 
million net loss on financial 
investments, despite 
higher contribution from 
fee & commission income 
and FCY income. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Net income for FY08 was 
heavily impacted by the 
aforementioned impair-
ments and accordingly 
came in at AED3.7 billion, 
down 7% y-o-y, with ROE 
registering a decline of 180 
bps to 15%. 
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FY08 Financial Assessment 
 
Net Interest Income 
 
ENBD reported a 43% net interest income increase in FY08 results, culminating at AED5.8 billion, versus 
AED4.1 billion realized in the comparable period last year, attributed primarily to a 26% expansion in gross 
loan book to AED212 billion. FY08 numbers also enjoyed support from the Islamic financing unit (Emirates 
Islamic Bank) with total Islamic loans culminating at AED21 billion, up 44% y-o-y with associated net financ-
ing revenue recording AED425 million. 
 
Interest expense over the year registered AED5.8 billion, illustrating a 12% decrease, alongside with a 17% 
increase in customer deposit figures totaling AED162 billion, as ENBD continued expanding its branch pres-
ence and capitalizing on its brand name to attract associated funding. Alternate funding also witnessed a 
13% annual increase to AED30 billion, equivalent to 12% of aggregate liabilities. Cost easing was evident; 
with effective deposit rates (year average) witnessing a 180 bps decline to 2.6% as the bank did not exclu-
sively raise deposit rates during the fourth quarter. 
 
Non Interest Income 
 
Non interest income meanwhile reported 14% y-o-y decrease in FY08 to AED2.6 billion, mainly attributed to a 
AED794 million net loss on financial investments, despite higher contribution from fee & commission income 
and FCY income. Fees and commissions, on the bank of surging loans, witnessed a rise of 57% to AED2.2 
billion while the bank’s increasing foreign operations being responsible for the 135% growth in FCY related 
income which recorded AED1.1 billion at year end. 
 
Net Banking Income 
 
Net banking income accordingly increased a healthy 19% to AED8.4 billion, with revenues of the wholesale 
banking unit growing 37% to AED3.6 billion and retail banking by 52% to AED3 billion, respectively, with the 
rest contributed by the Islamic and other units.  
 
Non Interest Expenses, Provisions and Credit Quality 
 
SG&A expenses were meanwhile up an annual 23% at AED3.3 billion in FY08, as the bank continued to ag-
gressively expand retail activities and presence, with a specific focus on branch expansions both within and 
outside the UAE. ENBD’s branch network currently stands at 120 while ATMs have also increased to 659, to 
date. ENBD’s CI ratio stands at the higher end of our peer group peaking at 39.7% in FY08, with the bank 
registering 58 employees per branch, and an aggregate 6922 head count stationed at a total of last year’s 
120 branches. 
 
ENBD registered a 68% increase in loan provisioning for FY08, to AED3.3 billion, which in conjunction with 
1% NPL/gross loans, took the coverage ratio to an improved 156%, up from 106% in the previous year. Fur-
ther, of the total provisions worth AED1.7 billion booked in PnL for the year, 80% related to loans, 15% for 
financial investments and 5% for amortization of intangibles. 
 
Net Income 
 
Net income for FY08 was heavily impacted by the aforementioned impairments and accordingly came in at 
AED3.7 billion, down 7% y-o-y, with ROE registering a decline of 180 bps to 15%. ENBD also enjoyed 
AED339 million accruing from holdings in associates primarily constituting 49% and 36.7% stake in Union 
Properties and National General Insurance Company, respectively. 
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Valuation 
 
Our valuation on Emirates National Bank of Dubai has yielded a DECF fair value of AED3.32/share, with the 
company's future cash flows discounted by a cost of equity of 13.9%. 
 
The cost of equity has been calculated by utilizing the capital asset pricing model, and based on a risk free 
rate of 6.9%, an equity risk premium of 7% and a beta of 1. 
  
With the company currently trading at AED2.86/share, our fair value target provides investors a 16% upside 
potential. We accordingly assign a buy recommendation. 
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
(Figures in AED million)) 

Income Statement 
 2007a  2008a  2009f  2010f  2011f 

 

Interest Income     11,504.4      12,336.2      13,025.0      14,487.8      15,325.8  
Interest Expense       7,424.2        6,502.4        6,473.2        7,008.5        7,028.9  
Net Interest Income       4,080.2        5,833.8        6,551.7        7,479.3        8,296.9  
Non-Interest Income       3,027.0        2,612.9        1,921.8        2,167.6        2,419.4  
Non-Interest Expenses       2,718.8        3,355.7        3,629.9        4,200.9        4,915.3  
Operating Profit       4,388.4        5,091.1        4,843.7        5,446.1        5,801.0  
Provisions          817.9        1,748.4        2,023.7        1,595.0        1,127.5  
Income from Associates          375.5           338.6           399.4           285.7           307.1  
Net Profit Before Tax       3,946.1        3,681.2        3,219.4        4,136.8        4,980.6  
Income Tax                -                   -                  -                  -                   -    
NPAT       3,946.1        3,681.2        3,219.4        4,136.8        4,980.6  
Non Appropriation             14.1            13.4             11.7            15.0           18.1 
Net Attributable Income       3,932.7        3,669.3        3,208.9        4,123.4        4,979.7  
Balance Sheet       
Cash and Cash Items     29,226.1      16,707.2      11,543.6      11,786.0      11,880.4  
Inter-bank Assets     12,800.9        8,128.3      13,806.8      13,959.6      16,097.3  
Net Marketable Securities          253.8           244.4           230.9           264.2           297.0  
Net Loans & Advances   166,424.0    208,930.2    223,474.5    244,162.8    264,803.6  
Non Trading Security Investments     23,345.7      19,390.8      17,756.9      18,796.6      19,534.2  
Subsidiaries & Direct Investments       3,194.8        3,720.9        3,975.7        4,301.9        4,733.0  
Net Fixed Assets       1,982.7        2,792.6        3,195.8        3,312.8        3,407.5  
Other Assets     16,587.7      22,499.2      25,004.3      26,508.6      27,938.8  

 Total  Assets   253,815.6    282,413.7    298,988.6    323,092.5    348,691.6  

      
Claims on Assets      
Inter-bank Liabilities     52,163.7      51,686.1      40,846.5      38,609.3      34,270.5  
Customer Deposits   140,676.7    162,314.9    177,593.3    203,206.9    228,469.7  
Dividend Payable       1,537.7        1,010.5           654.9        1,048.4        1,511.3  
Bonds     26,673.5      30,070.0      38,570.0      34,570.0      34,070.0  
Other Liabilities       9,143.0      12,580.7      13,456.5      14,702.3      15,945.2  
Total Liabilities 230,194.6 257,662.3 271,121.3 292,136.9 314,266.7 

Total Shareholders' Equity     23,621.1      24,751.4      27,867.3      30,955.6      34,425.0  
Total Liabilities and Share-
holders Equity 

  253,815.6    282,413.7    298,988.6    323,092.5    348,691.6  

      

Size Items 
 2007a  2008a  2009f  2010f  2011f 

 

Total Revenues 14,531.3 14,949.1 14,946.8 16,655.5 17,745.2 
Net Banking Income 7,107.2 8,446.7 8,473.5 9,647.0 10,716.3 
Earning Assets 179,478.7 217,302.9 237,512.2 258,386.5 281,197.9 
Liquid Assets 42,280.7 25,080.0 25,581.3 26,009.8 28,274.7 
Total Invested Capital 50,294.6 54,821.4 66,437.3 65,525.6 68,495.0 
Non-Performing Loans (NPLs) 1,852.4 2,122.4 4,563.1 5,007.0 4,080.3 
Loan Provisions Balance 1,971.8 3,368.4 4,737.3 6,239.4 7,273.1 
Profitability Ratios      

Yr/Yr Net Interest Income Growth N/A 43.0% 12.3% 14.2% 10.9% 
Yr/Yr Non-Interest Income N/A -13.7% -26.4% 12.8% 11.6% 
Gross Earning Yield (GEY) 6.4% 5.7% 5.5% 5.6% 5.5% 
Breakeven Earning Yield (BEY) 4.1% 3.0% 2.7% 2.7% 2.5% 
Net Interest Margin (NIM) 2.3% 2.7% 2.8% 2.9% 3.0% 
Cost of Funds (exc. equity) 3.4% 2.7% 2.5% 2.5% 2.4% 
Cost of Funds (inc. equity) 4.4% 3.7% 3.6% 3.7% 3.6% 
ROA 1.6% 1.3% 1.1% 1.3% 1.4% 
ROE 16.7% 14.9% 11.6% 13.4% 14.5% 
ROIC (after-tax) 7.8% 6.7% 4.8% 6.3% 7.2% 
      
Asset Quality Ratios      
      
NPLs/Total Loans 1.1% 1.0% 2.0% 2.0% 1.5% 
Loan Provisions/NPLs 106.4% 156.1% 102.6% 123.5% 176.9% 
Spe. & Gen.  Loan Prov./T Loans 1.2% 1.6% 2.1% 2.5% 2.7% 
      
Productivity Ratios      
      
T. Loans  & Adv./ T. Deposits 119.7% 130.8% 128.5% 123.2% 119.1% 
Liquid Assets/Total Deposits 30.1% 15.5% 14.4% 12.8% 12.4% 
Interbank Ratio 24.5% 15.7% 33.8% 36.2% 47.0% 
      



National Bank of Abu Dhabi (NBAD), which is 70.5% owned by the Abu 
Dhabi Investment Council (ADIC) via the Government of Abu Dhabi, was 
incorporated in 1968 to serve as banker to the UAE government and the 
emirate of Abu Dhabi. With its current physical presence of 125 branches 
(84 in UAE, 26 in Egypt and 15 other international) the bank provides its 
customers with a wide variety of financial services targeting all segments of 
the retail and corporate market, in addition to fund management, broker-
age, leasing, property management businesses and private banking. 
 
NBAD enjoys a unique stance in terms of its funding base, sporting the 
highest contribution from government and public sector deposits combined 
(63% FY08), a competitive advantage we feel in the form of stability of 
funds, specifically at a time when liquidity concerns are at the forefront for 
the sector. Further, the bank reported a CAR of 15% as of FY08 which pro-
forma FY08 rises to 24% after considering the AED9.6 billion capital injec-
tion (AED4 billion Tier 1 and AED5.6 billion Tier 2); such high level of CAR is 
expected to boost lending capability for the current year. 
 
On the other hand, we remain skeptical of the banks investment portfolio as 
it records AED15 billion or 9% of assets (on the higher end of our peer 
group) within which all securities are classified as AFS, leaving a much 
higher scope for a reduction in equity. Looking ahead, we have chosen to 
be conservative and hence recorded an average 18% write-down on the 
associated investments. 
 

The bank is currently engaged in establishing its Islamic Banking Division 
within which Abu Dhabi National Islamic Finance Co. (ADNIF), of which 
brand building is currently in process, will be a major contributor. Similarly, 
its recent foray into real estate activities, primarily property investments and 
management, has been undertaken through its subsidiary named Abu Dhabi 
National Property (initial capital of AED200 million) which we believe was 
responsible for the AED177 million (5% of operating profit) gain from the 
sale of land during FY08. 
 

We have factored in the deteriorating economic environment (leading to 
retail and corporate defaults) and hence expect the NPL/gross loan ratio to 
double to 1.9% during both FY09 and FY10 before moderating to 1.5% for 
the rest of our forecast horizon ending FY13. Our net income estimate for 
the year end comes in at AED2.4 billion, which illustrates a 21% annual 
decline, while our FY09-13 bottom line registers a 14% CAGR. 
 

Our valuation on NBAD has yielded a DECF fair value of AED10.05/share, 
with the company's future cash flows discounted by a cost of equity of 
13.9%. With the company currently trading at AED9.30/share, our fair value 
target provides investors with 8% upside potential. We accordingly assign a 
accumulate recommendation. 
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NBAD enjoys a unique 
stance in terms of its 
funding base, sporting the 
highest contribution from 
government and public 
sector deposits combined 
(63% FY08), a competitive 
advantage we feel in the 
form of stability of funds, 
specifically at a time when 
liquidity concerns are at 
the forefront for the sec-
tor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Although NBAD has devel-
oped its niche in financial 
services as a source of non 
interest income, we be-
lieve, the bank has for-
feited early mover advan-
tages across various other 
business lines relative to 
its peers, specifically Is-
lamic finance and real 
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National Bank of Abu Dhabi (NBAD), which is 70.5% owned by the Abu 
Dhabi Investment Council (ADIC) via the Government of Abu Dhabi, was 
incorporated in 1968 to serve as banker to the UAE government and the 
emirate of Abu Dhabi. With its current physical presence of 125 branches 
(84 in UAE, 26 in Egypt and 15 other international) the bank provides its 
customers with a wide variety of financial services targeting all segments 
of the retail and corporate market, in addition to fund management, bro-
kerage, leasing, property management businesses and private banking. 
 
Company Strategy 
 

• Enhance domestic banking capability by increasing 
market share in retail banking, developing SME 
relations for corporate banking and focusing on 
UAE HNWI for elite banking 

• Positioning as one of the top three asset manage-
ment firms in the MENA region, facilitated partly by 
private banking, sophisticated financial market ser-
vices and extensive brokerage leadership 

• Increasing product lines to real estate development 
and management, leasing and Islamic financing 

• Continue international expansion and enhance cross selling 
• Constant development of support divisions such as HR, Operations, IT and Risk Management 

 
Stable Funding from Government and Public Sector Combined With the Highest Capital Ade-
quacy Ratio (24%) Used to Disburse High Margin Loans - But Challenges Remain with Respect 
to High Impairment Provisions on Financial Investments 
 
NBAD enjoys a unique stance in terms of its funding base, 
sporting the highest contribution from government and public 
sector deposits combined (63% FY08), a competitive advantage 
we feel in the form of stability of funds, specifically at a time 
when liquidity concerns are at the forefront for the sector. Fur-
ther, the bank reported a CAR of 15% as of FY08, despite 
booking AED608 million as impairment on its financial invest-
ments, which proforma FY08 rises to 24% after considering the 
AED9.6 billion capital injection (AED4 billion Tier 1 and AED5.6 
billion Tier 2); such high level of CAR is expected to boost lend-
ing capability for FY09 as the bank has adequately formulated a 
robust balance of high and low yielding loans within its portfolio 
thus enabling high interest margin capabilities. 
 
On the other hand, we remain skeptical of the bank’s investment portfolio as it records AED15 billion or 9% 
of assets (on the higher end of our peer group) within which all securities are classified as AFS, leaving a 
much higher scope for a reduction in equity. Looking ahead, we have chosen to be conservative and hence 
recorded an average 18% write-down on the associated investments. 
 
Late in Diversifying into Islamic Banking and Real Estate 
 
Although NBAD has developed its niche in financial services as a source 
of non interest income, we believe, the bank has forfeited early mover 
advantages across various other business lines relative to its peers, 
specifically Islamic finance and real estate. A concerted strategy to 
change this appears underway however, with the bank currently en-
gaged in developing its Islamic Banking Division within which Abu 
Dhabi National Islamic Finance Co. (ADNIF), of which brand building is 
currently in process, will be a major contributor. Similarly, its recent 
foray into real estate activities, primarily property investments and 
management, has been undertaken through its subsidiary named Abu 
Dhabi National Property (initial capital of AED200 million) which we 
believe was responsible for the AED177 million (5% of operating profit) 
gain from the sale of land during FY08. 

2008 Key Statistics and           
Market Share 

  
Loans - AED112 billion / 11% 
Deposits - AED104 billion / 11% 
  
Assets – AED165 billion 
Equity – AED13 billion 
Net Profit – AED3 billion 

Source: CBUAE; Company Report 

NBAD 
(Parent Co.) 

    Islamic Banking -  
Abu Dhabi National 
Islamic Finance  - 

100% 

 Real Estate -  
Abu Dhabi National Property 

- 100% 

Source: Company Report; Chart reflects selected data 

Deposits 2007 2008 

Govt. & Public Sector 57% 63% 

Corporate 24% 18% 

Retail 19% 19% 

     

Loans 2007 2008 

Corporate 60% 68% 

Consumer 20% 20% 

Govt. & Public Sector 18% 12% 

Others 1% 0% 

 Source: Company Report 

Ope ra t ing  P ro f it  by B us ine s s  
S e g m e nts

Financial 
Markets

20 %

Is lamic 
Banking

1%
Others

5%

Intl.  
Banking

18%

Do mestic 
Banking

56%

Source: Company Report 
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Largest International Presence 
 
NBAD has the largest international presence among all UAE 
banks, sporting a current 41 overseas bank branch network 
(33% of total branches), with international operations contribut-
ing 18% to FY08 operating profit. The bank’s early penetration 
of the Egyptian market, which currently boasts a 26 branch 
strong network, undertaken in an attempt at income diversifica-
tion was followed through geographical expansions into various 
other countries including Switzerland, France and the USA with 
the objective of developing technical expertise and gaining mar-
ket share within the financial services and asset management 
business. The focus on the associated business line was further 
cemented last year with ADFS’s (NBAD’s brokerage arm) acquisi-
tion of a 70% stake in Egyptian based Al Salam Brokerage fol-
lowed by the opening of the Libyan branch, with the aim of pro-
viding advisory and trade finance services. 
 
Looking ahead, further international market penetration is expected with management confirming plans of 
establishing a physical presence in Hong Kong. The bank has also applied for licenses in Qatar, Jordan and 
Morocco under the strategy of enhancing commercial efficiency by cross selling of products. 

Loans Classification by Region (2008)

Europe
12%

Arab 
Countries

12%

Others
1%

UAE
75%

Source: Company Report; Based on Residential Status 
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Non interest income con-
tinued to fuel the improved 
bottom line, leaping 34% 
to AED1.7 billion, stem-
ming largely from a 28% 
jump in fees and commis-
sions over the period to 
AED1.1 billion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Net income accordingly 
came in at AED3 billion in 
FY08 results, reflecting a 
21% increase over the 
AED2.5 billion booked in 
FY07, while ROE registered 
a healthy 19%. 
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FY08 Financial Assessment 
 
Net Interest Income 
 
NBAD reported a 50% net interest income growth in FY08 figures to AED3.6 billion, versus a previous AED2.4 
billion realized last year. The growth rate of the core interest business was relatively better, reflected in a 78 
bps expansion in the net interest margin which recorded 2.7%. 
 
Total interest income increased 4% y-o-y to AED7.4 billion, 76% of which was derived from the loan book, 
which supported by a solid surge in demand for credit, reported a 40% increase to AED115 billion. AED588 
million of interest income meanwhile stemmed from deposits placed with the CBUAE and other central banks, 
which totaled AED14 billion and was down 56% y-o-y, mainly attributed to the increasing liquidity crunch 
during the last quarter of FY08. Additionally, sluggish performance of the capital markets during FY08 re-
sulted in income from investments recording AED702 million, a marginal 6% annual growth rate compared to 
an average growth rate of 39% observed during the past three years. 
 
Interest expense, on the other hand, recorded AED3.8 billion, a 19% y-o-y decline, in turn a function of; 
lower deposit rates (197 bps y-o-y decrease in effective average rate) on customer deposits, which surged 
27% to AED103 billion, as well as a 18% increase in alternate funding to AED12 billion and an accompanying 
interest burden of AED443 million, down 18% y-o-y. Significant interbank borrowing over the year combined 
with repurchase agreements and CD issuance worth AED30 billion, also contributed a further AED1 billion in 
interest expense payments for the year. 
 
Non Interest Income 
 
Non interest income continued to fuel the improved bottom line, leaping 34% to AED1.7 billion, stemming 
largely from a 28% jump in fees and commissions over the period to AED1.1 billion, equivalent to 67% of the 
associated total, in turn led by increased core corporate and retail lending fees and charges, as well as the 
bank’s solid growth in off balance sheet related charges; the former recorded an 80% annual rise to AED428 
million while the latter witnessed 27% growth to AED264 million. Aggregate non interest income also saw a 
94% increase in FCY income, to AED424 million, as well a significant contribution from other income, which 
included AED177 million as gain on sale of land. Apart from slow performance within brokerage, asset man-
agement and investment services for the year, net investment income registered a loss of AED193 million 
primarily due to the drop in the value of investments at fair value through PnL, which ended FY08 at AED1.3 
billion. 
 
Non Interest Expenses, Provisions and Credit Quality 
 
NBAD recorded non interest expense of AED1.5 billion in FY08 (28.2% CI Ratio), illustrative of annual rise of 
42%, with growth at the upper band of our peer group. Staff costs constituted 60% of total expenses, having 
expanded 45% annually on the back of an increase in branch network and continued implementation of its 
emiratization policy. Inflationary pressure and new division launches (leasing, real estate, Islamic banking and 
global private banking) are expected to have pushed up SG&A costs, which reported an annual growth rate of 
41% to AED463 million. 
 
The bank, in expectation of deteriorating asset quality, acted prudently and booked AED717 million in loan 
provisions for FY08 (17x y-o-y rise), which in conjunction with a 11 bps improvement in NPL/gross loans to 
0.93% increased the coverage ratio to 145%.  
 
Net Income 
 
Net income accordingly came in at AED3 billion in FY08 results, reflecting a 21% increase over the AED2.5 
billion booked in FY07, while ROE registered a healthy 19%. 
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Valuation 
 
Our valuation on National Bank of Abu Dhabi has yielded a DECF fair value of AED10.05/share, with the com-
pany's future cash flows discounted by a cost of equity of 13.9%.   
 
The cost of equity has been calculated by utilizing the capital asset pricing model, and based on a risk free 
rate of 6.9%, an equity risk premium of 7% and a beta of 1. 
  
With the company currently trading at AED9.30/share, our fair value target provides investors a 8% upside 
potential. We accordingly assign a accumulate recommendation. 
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
(Figures in AED million)) 

Income Statement 
 2007a  2008a  2009f  2010f  2011f 

 

Interest Income       7,084.1        7,383.2         8,427.1         8,939.5         9,545.3  
Interest Expense       4,679.2        3,775.6         4,532.4         4,607.9         4,813.0  
Net Interest Income       2,405.0        3,607.6         3,894.7         4,331.6         4,732.2  
Non-Interest Income       1,260.6        1,693.7         1,140.0         1,284.6         1,421.8  
Non-Interest Expenses       1,054.4        1,493.4         1,633.0         1,914.0         2,225.8  
Operating Profit       2,611.2        3,807.9         3,401.8         3,702.2         3,928.2  
Provisions            41.7           717.1            958.1            744.6            491.8  
Income from Associates               -                   -                    -                    -                    -    
Net Profit Before Tax       2,569.5        3,090.8         2,443.6         2,957.6         3,436.4  
Income Tax            64.4             72.1              57.0              68.9              80.1  
NPAT       2,505.1        3,018.7         2,386.7         2,888.7         3,356.3  
Non Appropriation               3.7               2.7                2.2                2.6                3.0  
Net Attributable Income       2,501.4        3,016.0         2,384.5         2,886.0         3,353.2  
Balance Sheet       
Cash and Cash Items       3,823.7        5,180.6         5,791.5         6,959.8         7,873.6  
Inter-bank Assets     40,733.9      21,040.8       24,523.8       28,816.4       32,045.9  
Net Marketable Securities       1,200.7        1,295.6         1,495.6         1,670.3         1,889.7  
Net Loans & Advances     79,729.1    111,764.3     123,137.6     140,343.4     157,503.1  
Non Trading Security Investments     10,054.2      14,982.8       15,285.9       15,311.5       17,322.0  
Net Fixed Assets          583.3        1,319.2         1,409.3         1,528.4         1,694.5  
Other Assets       3,305.8        9,071.2       10,001.9       10,306.7       11,573.2  

 Total  Assets   139,430.7    164,654.5     181,645.5     204,936.5     229,901.9  

      
Claims on Assets      
Inter-bank Liabilities     32,347.0      30,332.3       23,165.9       23,663.2       26,770.3  
Customer Deposits     81,736.7    103,481.1     115,829.3     139,195.1     157,472.5  
Dividend Payable       9,950.7      11,719.2       20,707.5       16,615.9       16,615.9  
Bonds          658.9           395.3            396.0            580.4            842.1  
Other Liabilities       4,182.1        4,765.2         5,397.2         6,424.0         7,229.0  
Total Liabilities 128,875.4 150,693.2 165,495.8 186,478.5 208,929.8 

Total Shareholders' Equity     10,555.4      13,961.3       16,149.6       18,458.0       20,972.1  
Total Liab. & Shareholders 
Equity 

  139,430.7    164,654.5     181,645.5     204,936.5     229,901.9  

      

Size Items 
 2007a  2008a  2009f  2010f  2011f 

 

Total Revenues 8,344.8 9,076.9 9,567.1 10,224.1 10,967.0 
Net Banking Income 3,665.6 5,301.3 5,034.7 5,616.2 6,154.0 
Earning Assets 121,663.8 134,100.7 149,157.0 170,830.1 191,438.6 
Liquid Assets 45,758.3 27,517.1 31,810.9 37,446.5 41,809.2 
Total Invested Capital 20,506.1 25,680.5 36,857.2 35,073.8 37,588.0 
Non-Performing Loans (NPLs) 858.9 1,072.0 2,427.2 2,773.9 2,459.0 
Loan Provisions Balance 910.1 1,549.8 2,507.9 3,252.5 3,744.2 
Profitability Ratios      

Yr/Yr Net Interest Income Growth 19.0% 50.0% 8.0% 11.2% 9.2% 
Yr/Yr Non-Interest Income 34.8% 34.4% -32.7% 12.7% 10.7% 
Gross Earning Yield (GEY) 5.8% 5.5% 5.6% 5.2% 5.0% 
Breakeven Earning Yield (BEY) 3.8% 2.8% 3.0% 2.7% 2.5% 
Net Interest Margin (NIM) 2.0% 2.7% 2.6% 2.5% 2.5% 
Cost of Funds (exc. equity) 3.8% 2.6% 2.8% 2.6% 2.4% 
Cost of Funds (inc. equity) 4.6% 3.6% 3.9% 3.6% 3.5% 
ROA 1.8% 1.8% 1.3% 1.4% 1.5% 
ROE 23.7% 21.6% 14.8% 15.6% 16.0% 
ROIC (after-tax) 12.2% 11.7% 6.5% 8.2% 8.9% 
      
Asset Quality Ratios      
      
NPLs/Total Loans 1.0% 0.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.5% 
Loan Provisions/NPLs 106.0% 144.6% 103.3% 117.3% 152.3% 
Spe. & Gen.  Loan Prov./T Loans 1.1% 1.3% 2.0% 2.2% 2.3% 
      
Productivity Ratios      
      
T. Loans  & Adv./ T. Deposits 101.0% 111.3% 110.3% 104.9% 104.1% 
Liquid Assets/Total Deposits 56.0% 26.6% 27.5% 26.9% 26.6% 
Interbank Ratio 125.9% 69.4% 105.9% 121.8% 119.7% 
      



Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank (ADCB) formerly known as Khalij Commercial 
bank, merged with Emirates Commercial Bank and Federal Commercial Bank 
on July 1, 1985 to subsequently form ADCB, currently 65% owned by the 
Abu Dhabi Investment Council (ADIC) via the Government of Abu Dhabi. 
The bank provides retail, commercial, investment, merchant, brokerage and 
fund management activities through its network of 39 branches in the UAE 
and 2 branches in India. 
 
ADCB during FY08 recorded AED1.4 billion in net profit, down 35% y-o-y, 
primarily due to AED1.5 billion (AED758 million for loans and AED740 million 
for financial investments) worth of impairments on its financial investments. 
Further, the bank disclosed that it has direct and indirect exposure worth 
AED911 million to sub-prime related investments and that it has made a 
collective impairment allowance worth AED400 million for the same. Apart 
from these investment concerns which are anticipated to lead to higher pro-
visioning in FY09, we believe the bank is poised to face much bigger funda-
mental challenges such as heavy dependence on wholesale funding 
(primarily EMTNs which are difficult to re-finance now and of which AED8.7 
billion and AED7.9 billion mature during FY09 and FY10, respectively) lead-
ing to an expected high LD ratio apart from bearing a loan profile, which we 
consider to be risky; all these factors combined are expected to pressurize 
net income for the current year.  
 
Further, in May FY08, the bank acquired a 25% stake in RHB Capital, Malay-
sia’s 4th largest local banking group for a total consideration of AED4.4 bil-
lion (USD1.2 billion). Overall, adopting a conservative stance, we have re-
corded an impairment provision of AED102 million (5% of AED2 billion 
goodwill) for the associated investment as we believe cash flows and divi-
dends from the investment will be adjusted downwards apart from the fact 
that the share price of the Malaysian entity has fallen ca. 30% over the past 
one year to RM3.7. 
 
We have factored in the deteriorating economic environment (leading to 
retail and corporate defaults) and hence expect the NPL/gross loan ratio to 
rise to 2.2% during both FY09 and FY10 before moderating to 1.5% for the 
rest of our forecast horizon ending FY13. Our net income estimate for the 
year end comes in at AED1.1 billion, which illustrates a 16% annual decline, 
while our FY09-13 bottom line registers a 22% CAGR. 
 
Our valuation on ADCB has yielded a DECF fair value of AED1.95/share, with 
the company's future cash flows discounted by a cost of equity of 13.9%. 
With the company currently trading at AED1.70/share, our fair value target 
provides investors with 15% upside potential. We accordingly assign a accu-
mulate recommendation. 
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(AED / Share) 

Fiscal Year  2007a  2008a  2009f  2010f  2011f 
Net Int. Inc.  2,288.42 2,480.61 2,506.68 2,749.16 2,973.37 
Growth 29.00% 8.40% 1.05% 9.67% 8.16% 
Net Banking Inc. 3,799.87 4,218.74 3,690.18 4,081.39 4,432.47 
Growth 22.69% 11.02% -12.53% 10.60% 8.60% 
Non-Tax Provisions 702.96 1,498.15 1,081.85 1,033.56 658.92 
Net Attributable Income 1,982.77 1,231.84 1,053.86 1,311.60 1,827.48 
EPS (AED) 0.41 0.26 0.22 0.27 0.38 
EPS Growth -4.53% -37.87% -14.45% 24.46% 39.33% 
DPS (AED) 0.08 0.10 0.08 0.10 0.14 
Dividend Yield  4.89% 5.88% 4.88% 6.07% 8.45% 
P/E x 4.1 6.6 7.8 6.2 4.5 
BVPS (AED) 2.29 3.21 3.36 3.55 3.88 
P/BV x 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 
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billion at year end 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overall, adopting a conser-
vative stance, we have 
recorded an impairment 
provision of AED102 mil-
lion (5% of AED2 billion 
goodwill) for the associ-
ated investment as we 
believe cash flows and 
dividends from the invest-
ment will be adjusted 
downwards apart from the 
fact that the share price of 
the Malaysian entity has 
fallen ca. 30% over the 
past one year to RM3.7.. 
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Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank (ADCB) formerly known as Khalij Commercial 
bank, merged with Emirates Commercial Bank and Federal Commercial Bank 
on July 1, 1985 to subsequently form ADCB, currently 65% owned by the Abu 
Dhabi Investment Council (ADIC) via the Government of Abu Dhabi. The bank 
provides retail, commercial, investment, merchant, brokerage and fund man-
agement activities through its network of 39 branches in the UAE and 2 
branches in India. ADCB primarily concentrates on 2 business segments – 
personal banking (personal accounts, loans, credit card services, bank assur-
ance and Islamic banking products and services) and corporate banking 
(financing, cash management, trade and treasury and investment services). 
 
Company Strategy 
 

• Increase focus on core lending business 
(commercial, retail, HNW and corporate) 

• Aggressively develop Islamic banking capabilities 
• Inorganic expansion and development of a 2nd base 

outside the UAE 
 
ADCB Faces Concerns with Comparatively High Investment Provisions, LD Ratio, External Bor-
rowing, and NPLs 
 
During FY08 ADCB booked AED1.3 billion (AED533 million in equity and AED740 million in PnL) worth of im-
pairments on its financial investments, with investment securities recording AED3.4 billion at year end. Fur-
ther, the bank disclosed that it has direct and indirect exposure worth AED911 million to sub-prime related 
investments and that it has made a collective impairment allowance worth AED400 million for the same. 
Apart from these investment concerns, which are anticipated to lead to higher provisioning in FY09, we be-
lieve the bank is poised to face much bigger fundamental challenges such as heavy dependence on wholesale 
funding (primarily EMTNs which are difficult to re-finance now and of which AED8.7 billion and AED7.9 billion 
mature during FY09 and FY10, respectively) leading to an expected high LD ratio apart from bearing a loan 
profile, which we consider to be risky; all these factors combined are expected to pressurize net income in 
FY09. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Acquisition of 25% stake in RHB Capital, Malaysia for AED4.4 Billion – 5% Impairment on AED2 
billion Goodwill Expected 
 
ADCB’s initial foray into the international market occurred when it opened two branches in India. More re-
cently, in May FY08, the bank acquired a 25% stake in RHB Capital, Malaysia’s 4th largest local banking 
group for a total consideration of AED4.4 billion (USD1.2 billion). RHB Capital enjoys a 184 local branch net-
work, an Islamic banking subsidiary, which is ranked the 6th largest in Asia and has operations in Singapore 
and licenses to operate in Bangkok and Brunei. ADCB intends to capitalize on synergies with RHB, specifically 
within deposit growth (funding in Malaysian Ringgit), asset growth in terms of Islamic banking – enhancing 
Sukuk underwriting know-how, syndication distribution, underwriting and structuring, investment banking and 
asset management (especially the Islamic fund market in Malaysia). Overall, adopting a conservative stance, 
we have recorded an impairment provision of AED102 million (5% of AED2 billion goodwill) for the associated 
investment as we believe cash flows and dividends from the investment will be adjusted downwards apart 
from the fact that the share price of the Malaysian entity has fallen ca. 30% over the past one year to RM3.7.  
 
Islamic Banking Subsidiary – Yet to be Profitable 
 
ADCB, as planned, announced the launch of its Islamic subsidiary Meethaq in September FY08; its two tier 
strategy being to develop the bank’s Sukuk underwriting capability and to launch a full fledged Islamic bank-
ing capability for the retail, corporate, SME and HNW segment. We expect Meethaq to focus on core asset 
and liability products prior to broadening its offerings to include credit cards and treasury businesses. It is 
worth noting that the Islamic unit, as of the end of last year, had a negligible loan book but already built up a 
solid Islamic customer deposit base of AED2.1 billion (2.5% of total deposits) and we expect the bank to con-
tinue maintaining sufficient liquidity within the Islamic banking unit. 

2008 Key Statistics and     
Market Share 

  
Loans - AED109 billion / 11% 
Deposits - AED84 billion / 9% 
  
Assets – AED148 billion 
Equity – AED16 billion 
Net Profit – AED1.4 billion 

Source: CBUAE; Company Report 

ADCB 
(Parent Co.) 

Meethaq - 100% 
Al Dhabi Brokerage - 

100% 

Abu Dhabi Commercial 
Properties - 100% 

RHB Capital, Malaysia - 25% 

Source: Company Report; Chart reflects selected data 

FY08 - ADCB Vs. Peer Average Comparison 

  LD Ratio 
Alternate 

Funding % of 
Liability 

Risky 
Loans NPL CAR 

ADCB 129% 27% 58% 1.1% 12% 

Peer Avg. 115% 13% 48% 0.9% 13% 

Source: Company Report; Risky Loans includes Real Estate, Const. and Consumer 
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We believe it is as a result 
of the above ventures that 
ADCB, over the last 2 
years, was able to record a 
cumulative AED474 million 
as revaluation gain over its 
investment property port-
folio which registered 
AED632 million as of FY08; 
however, in our assump-
tions, we have excluded 
any such revaluation gains 
going forward. 
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JV with Macquarie Bank – Derivative Risk Remains 
 
ADCB’s decision in May FY06 to form a 50:50 JV with Macquarie Bank, Australia, was undertaken with two 
main objectives; firstly to enhance derivatives and foreign exchange revenue and secondly, to enhance infra-
structural lending capability. ADCB’s, revenue sharing, treasury alliance with Macquarie Bank enables it to 
offer risk management solutions and a platform for interest rate, currency and commodity derivative trading 
to customers across the GCC. Through this arrangement ADCB aims to offer the most competitive and com-
prehensive set of hedging solutions for its customers. The fair value of derivatives held for trading on the 
assets and liability has grown by more than 100% annually over the last 3 years (positive fair value of deriva-
tives AED6 billion or 4% of assets) and the related FX income grown just under 4 times. The Macquarie tie up 
is also key in facilitating ADCB’s infrastructure lending capabilities and growth, with project financing solutions 
and long term loan capabilities. This will play an essential role as the bank has been instrumental in forming a 
strategic partnership with the Abu Dhabi government for the establishment of Industrial Zones and setting up 
the Abu Dhabi and Al Ain Industrial Cities. 
 
Real Estate Subsidiary 
 
ADCB established its 100% owned subsidiary, Abu Dhabi Commercial Properties LLC (ADCP), in FY06. The 
unit has rapidly developed its real estate capabilities and now offers specialized services targeting the com-
plete real estate value chain. ADCP was awarded a large contract in FY07 by the government of Abu Dhabi to 
manage 3,500 commercial buildings and 55,000 residential units and to construct 260 new buildings. Further, 
the real estate unit, in FY08, revealed plans to establish 700 new projects providing 18,000 units at an esti-
mated cost of AED5 billion. More recently, ADCB partnered to establish Abu Dhabi Finance, a AED500 million 
mortgage company, in which the bank owns 20% with the remaining being held by strategic investors such 
as Aldar, Mubadala Development Company, Sorouh Real Estate and TDIA. We expect this project in particular 
to provide a significant boost to ADCP’s long term contribution towards the bank’s earnings through accrued 
rental income and fees for ADCB. We believe it is as a result of the above ventures that ADCB, over the last 2 
years, was able to record a cumulative AED474 million as revaluation gain over its investment property port-
folio which registered AED632 million as of FY08; however, in our assumptions, we have excluded any such 
revaluation gains going forward. 

Real Estate Management  Real Estate Development 

Property Management  Construction Management 

Rent Collection  Full Design 

Rent Management  Quantity Surveying Services 

Contractor Management  Contract Management 

Landlord and Tenancy Management  Project Management 

Maintenance Management  Tender Management 

Asset Management    

Facility Management  Project Management 

Management of Sub Contractor Services  Building Surveys 

Procurement  Schedules of Dilapidations 

Service Level Agreements  Schedules of Condition 

Building Services Maintenance  Insurance Assessment Surveys 

24 Hour Reactive Maintenance Services  Pre-Lease/Acquisition Surveys 

Helpdesk Facilities  Construction Monitoring Service 

  Source: Company Report 
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Net interest income in-
creased by 8% y-o-y in 
FY08 (vs. an average 32% 
during the last 4 years) to 
settle at AED2.5 billion, 
attributed to a 80 bps 
contraction in net margins 
which ended the year at 
2% despite a 45% rise in 
gross loans, which re-
corded AED111 billion. 

 

 

 

 

 

ADCB reported a 15% y-o-
y increase in non interest 
income to AED1.7 billion in 
FY08, extremely modest 
relative to peer player 
performance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Net income culminated at 
AED1.4 billion in FY08, 
down 35% annually, at the 
bottom end of our sector 
spectrum, essentially due 
to higher provisioning on 
its sub-prime related expo-
sure which recorded 
AED911 million (0.6% of 
total assets). 
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FY08 Financial Assessment 
 
Net Interest Income 
 
Net interest income increased by 8% y-o-y in FY08 (vs. an average 32% during the last 4 years) to settle at 
AED2.5 billion, attributed to a 80 bps contraction in net margins which ended the year at 2% despite a 45% 
rise in gross loans, which recorded AED111 billion. ADCB’s interest income was further affected by reduced 
contributions from non trading securities which ended the year at AED143 million (31% y-o-y decline) despite 
associated investments rising by 15% to AED3.4 billion on the balance sheet. 
 
Interest expenses continued to pressurize core income growth, as was the case over the past four years, as 
total expenses declined by a minor 6% FY08, to AED3.5 billion, a direct consequence of the banks large scale 
alternate borrowing, primarily EMTN based, which totaled AED31 billion and resulted in an accompanying 
AED1.3 billion in interest costs, up 7% y-o-y. Interest payments on customer deposits meanwhile recorded an 
annual decline of 10% to AED1.8 billion, compared to a 36% rise witnessed in FY07, despite deposits for the 
year witnessing an annual rise of 48%. 
 
Non Interest Income 
 
ADCB reported a 15% y-o-y increase in non interest income to AED1.7 billion in FY08, extremely modest rela-
tive to peer player performance. A breakdown of associated constituents showed that the bank continued to 
rely heavily on fee and commission income which increased 12% annually to AED982 million. Further, FCY 
related income registered a high of AED279 million illustrating a 139% y-o-y increase, as the benefits of its JV 
with Macquarie Bank and 25% stake in RHB Capital bear fruit, while gains from both trading and non-trading 
securities recorded AED79 million, representing a 25% annual decline. Lastly, ADCB also booked AED178 
million in the form of revaluation gains on investment property, on the back of an AED632 million associated 
portfolio at the end of FY08. 
 
Non Interest Expenses, Provisions and Credit Quality 
 
Non interest expense for FY08 was up 51% at AED1.5 billion despite no local branch expansion taking place 
during the entire year with staff costs witnessing its highest annual growth in the past six years of 56% to 
AED848 million. Further, G&A expenses saw a 49% annual rise to AED620 million, or 14.7% of net banking 
income, a function of ADCB’s establishing of various new business lines over the period. As non interest ex-
pense growth for FY08 was some 450 bps higher than its four year average, slower net banking income ex-
pansion for the same year (11%) resulted in an increase in the FY08 CI ratio to 36.2%. 
 
On the asset quality front, ADCB sported a NPL/gross loans ratio of 1.1%, representing a y-o-y decline of 24 
bps with associated coverage ratio reaching a comfortable level of 179% as associated loan provisioning for 
FY08 reached AED2.3 billion. Further, it is worth noting that the total provisions booked in its PnL for the year 
recorded a 113% annual rise to AED1.5 billion within which 51% related to loans and 49% for financial in-
vestments. 
 
Net Income 
 
Net income culminated at AED1.4 billion in FY08, down 35% annually, at the bottom end of our sector spec-
trum, essentially due to higher provisioning on its sub-prime related exposure which recorded AED911 million 
(0.6% of total assets). 
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Valuation 
 
Our valuation on Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank has yielded a DECF fair value of AED1.95/share, with the com-
pany's future cash flows discounted by a cost of equity of 13.9%. 
 
The cost of equity has been calculated by utilizing the capital asset pricing model, and based on a risk free 
rate of 6.9%, an equity risk premium of 7% and a beta of 1. 
  
With the company currently trading at AED1.70/share, our fair value target provides investors a 15% upside 
potential. We accordingly assign a accumulate recommendation. 
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
(Figures in AED million)) 

Income Statement 
 2007a  2008a  2009f  2010f  2011f 

 

Interest Income       5,992.2           5,945.9        7,288.4         7,631.8        7,260.2  
Interest Expense       3,703.8           3,465.3        4,781.7         4,882.6        4,286.8  
Net Interest Income       2,288.4           2,480.6        2,506.7         2,749.2        2,973.4  
Non-Interest Income       1,511.5           1,738.1        1,183.5         1,332.2        1,459.1  
Non-Interest Expenses       1,008.6           1,525.2        1,659.5         1,855.4        2,057.2  
Operating Income       2,791.2           2,693.6        2,030.6         2,225.9        2,375.3  
Provisions          703.0           1,498.1        1,081.8         1,033.6           658.9  
Income from Associates                -                171.6           197.3            232.8           267.7  
Net Profit Before Tax       2,088.3           1,367.0        1,146.1         1,425.2        1,984.1  
Income Tax              3.4                  8.5               5.7                7.2             10.3  
NPAT       2,084.9           1,358.5        1,140.4         1,418.0        1,973.8  
Non Appropriation                102.2              126.6            86.5            106.4          146.3 
Net Attributable Income       1,982.8           1,231.8        1,053.9         1,311.6        1,827.5  
Balance Sheet       
Cash and Cash Items     15,657.6           3,911.0        3,712.7         4,233.4        5,977.0  
Inter-bank Assets       6,030.4         17,528.4      20,890.8       19,548.1      21,918.3  
Net Marketable Securities          122.4                    -                   -                    -                   -    
Net Loans & Advances     75,676.1       108,813.0    117,924.0     131,119.0    142,137.9  
Non Trading Security Investments       2,968.2           3,422.8        3,659.5         4,106.7        4,620.9  
Investment in Associates                -             4,427.5        4,522.4         4,755.2        5,022.9  
Net Fixed Assets          492.5              580.2           599.2            644.7           664.4  
Other Assets       5,266.7           9,045.3        9,851.4       10,999.5      11,971.2  

 Total  Assets   106,213.8       147,728.2    161,160.0     175,406.7    192,312.6  

      
Claims on Assets      
Inter-bank Liabilities       5,598.4           6,905.3        7,054.2         8,043.5      10,758.7  
Customer Deposits     57,160.8         84,360.8      92,818.1     105,836.1    119,540.7  
Dividend Payable          400.0              481.0           403.9            501.1           695.6  
Bonds     27,370.3         30,735.0      34,035.0       32,035.0      29,741.1  
Other Liabilities       4,672.6           9,812.0      10,678.2       11,903.4      12,916.8  
Total Liabilities 95,202.1 132,294.1 144,989.3 158,319.0 173,653.0 

Total Shareholders' Equity     11,011.7         15,434.2      16,170.7       17,087.6      18,659.7  
Total Liab. & Shareholders 
Equity 

  106,213.8       147,728.2    161,160.0     175,406.7    192,312.6  

      

Size Items 
 2007a  2008a  2009f  2010f  2011f 

 

Total Revenues 7,503.7 7,684.0 8,471.9 8,964.0 8,719.3 
Net Banking Income 3,799.9 4,218.7 3,690.2 4,081.4 4,432.5 
Earning Assets 81,828.9 126,341.4 138,814.8 150,667.1 164,056.2 
Liquid Assets 21,810.4 21,439.4 24,603.5 23,781.5 27,895.3 
Total Invested Capital 38,382.0 46,169.1 50,205.6 49,122.6 48,400.8 
Non-Performing Loans (NPLs) 1,055.4 1,260.3 2,659.3 2,964.4 2,193.3 
Loan Provisions Balance 1,150.0 2,258.1 2,850.4 3,524.2 3,977.4 
Profitability Ratios      

Yr/Yr Net Interest Income Growth 29.0% 8.4% 1.1% 9.7% 8.2% 
Yr/Yr Non-Interest Income 14.2% 15.0% -31.9% 12.6% 9.5% 
Gross Earning Yield (GEY) 7.3% 4.7% 5.3% 5.1% 4.4% 
Breakeven Earning Yield (BEY) 4.5% 2.7% 3.4% 3.2% 2.6% 
Net Interest Margin (NIM) 2.8% 2.0% 1.8% 1.8% 1.8% 
Cost of Funds (exc. equity) 4.1% 2.8% 3.6% 3.3% 2.7% 
Cost of Funds (inc. equity) 5.2% 4.1% 4.7% 4.5% 3.9% 
ROA 2.0% 0.9% 0.7% 0.8% 1.0% 
ROE 18.9% 8.8% 7.1% 8.3% 10.6% 
ROIC (after-tax) 5.4% 2.9% 2.1% 2.7% 3.8% 
      
Asset Quality Ratios      
      
NPLs/Total Loans 1.4% 1.1% 2.2% 2.2% 1.5% 
Loan Provisions/NPLs 109.0% 179.2% 107.2% 118.9% 181.3% 
Spe. & Gen.  Loan Prov./T Loans 1.5% 2.0% 2.4% 2.7% 2.8% 
      
Productivity Ratios      
      
T. Loans  & Adv./ T. Deposits 134.4% 131.7% 130.2% 127.3% 122.3% 
Liquid Assets/Total Deposits 38.2% 25.4% 26.5% 22.5% 23.3% 
Interbank Ratio 107.7% 253.8% 296.1% 243.0% 203.7% 
      



Established in 1979 and headquartered in Abu Dhabi, First Gulf Bank (FGB) 
provides financial services in various businesses through a network of 17 
branches across the emirates. Since October 1996, a majority (45%) of the 
bank’s shares have been held by the ruling family of Abu Dhabi, with associ-
ated ownership having increased to above 60% following the FY05 capital 
increase and bond conversion. 
 

FGB’s net profit has witnessed a 83% CAGR during FY02-08, the highest 
within our peer group, and the bank had consistently reported q-o-q net 
profit growth over the 7 periods till 9M FY08, primarily driven by strong per-
formance of both core (corporate, retail and treasury) and non core busi-
nesses (five subsidiaries/associates). FGB’s key performance drivers over 
the past five years, as we see them, have been capitalization on the IPO 
boom which brought in an accumulated AED708 million in net interest reve-
nues (FY04-08) and secondly, the early dive into the real estate segment 
which contributed an accumulated AED1.5 billion (FY06-08) in net non core 
revenue (gains from rental, govt. grants and revaluation and sale of invest-
ment property). However, going forth, we do not foresee IPO related in-
come to experience the same volume as was witnessed previously whilst 
real estate related income is forecasted to record a 75% decline in the cur-
rent year. Finally, an unadventurous financial investment profile (80% in-
vestment in bonds) served the bank well as it did not book any impairment 
charges for the same during FY08 thus boosting net profit; however, for 
FY09, we have chosen to be conservative and hence booked AED200 million 
as impairments for the same. 
 

FGB recorded AED4 billion in investment property exposure in FY08 (4% of 
assets), the highest amongst all local banks, allowing for the booking of 
AED529 million in sale and revaluation of investment property gains for the 
associated period, equivalent to 18% of the AED3 billion reported bottom 
line. However, in the current context of declining real estate prices and 
adopting a conservative approach we have recorded an impairment worth 
AED331 million on these investment property exposures for FY09 (10% on 
land in Abu Dhabi and 25% on land in Dubai). 
 

We have factored in the deteriorating economic environment (leading to 
retail and corporate defaults) and hence expect the NPL/gross loan ratio to 
rise to 1.5% during both FY09 and FY10 before moderating to 1.2% for the 
rest of our forecast horizon ending FY13. Our net income estimate for the 
year end comes in at AED2.3 billion, which illustrates a 24% annual decline, 
while our FY09-13 bottom line registers a 17% CAGR. 
 

Our valuation on FGB has yielded a DECF fair value of AED11.29/share, with 
the company's future cash flows discounted by a cost of equity of 13.9%. 
With the company currently trading at AED8.90/share, our fair value target 
provides investors with 27% upside potential. We accordingly assign a 
strong buy recommendation. 
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Stock Performance Chart 
(AED / Share) 

Fiscal Year  2007a  2008a  2009f  2010f  2011f 
Net Int. Inc.  1,331.31 2,580.50 2,914.49 3,306.06 3,645.78 
Growth 10.19% 93.83% 12.94% 13.44% 10.28% 
Net Banking Inc. 2,753.09 4,541.51 4,413.82 5,026.30 5,584.59 
Growth 33.79% 64.96% -2.81% 13.88% 11.11% 
Non-Tax Provisions 206.95 566.35 993.62 611.20 374.16 
Net Attributable Income 1,958.18 2,945.25 2,220.01 2,929.09 3,417.28 
EPS (AED) 1.42 2.14 1.61 2.13 2.49 
EPS Growth 30.78% 50.41% -24.62% 31.94% 16.67% 
DPS (AED) 0.18 0.35 0.25 0.44 0.64 
Dividend Yield  2.53% 4.82% 3.44% 6.05% 8.83% 
P/E x 5.1 3.4 4.5 3.4 2.9 
BVPS (AED) 7.18 11.74 13.14 14.84 16.70 
P/BV x 1.0 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4 
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Established in 1979 and 
headquartered in Abu 
Dhabi, First Gulf Bank 
(FGB) provides financial 
services in various busi-
nesses through a network 
of 17 branches across the 
emirates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FGB’s net profit has wit-
nessed a 83% CAGR dur-
ing FY02-08, the highest 
within our peer group, and 
the bank had consistently 
reported q-o-q net profit 
growth over the 7 periods 
till 9M FY08, primarily 
driven by strong perform-
ance of both core 
(corporate, retail and 
treasury) and non core 
businesses (five subsidiar-
ies/associates). 

 

Finally, an unadventurous 
financial investment profile 
(80% investment in 
bonds) served the bank 
well as it did not book any 
impairment charges for the 
same during FY08 thus 
boosting net profit; how-
ever, for FY09, we have 
chosen to be conservative 
and hence booked AED200 
million as impairments for 
the same. 
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Established in 1979 and headquartered in Abu Dhabi, First Gulf Bank (FGB) 
provides financial services in various businesses through a network of 17 
branches across the emirates. Since October 1996, a majority (45%) of the 
bank’s shares have been held by the ruling family of Abu Dhabi, with associ-
ated ownership having increased to 61% following the FY05 capital increase 
and bond conversion. 
 
Strategy 
 

• Strengthen balance sheet through higher liquidity, appropriate capi-
talization and continuous protection and improvement of asset quality 

• Continue organic growth of major banking busi-
nesses through corporate, retail, treasury & invest-
ments, financial institutions and Islamic banking 

• Extend core banking business beyond UAE borders 
through representative offices in major international 
financial centers and branch expansions 

• Continue diversification through development and 
expansion of merchant banking activities, real estate 
investments, property management and brokerage, 
Islamic mortgage finance and equity brokerage 

• Position the bank to take advantage of new available growth opportunities beyond the international 
and regional financial crises 

• Maximize value for shareholders through healthy profitability, efficiency and capital adequacy ratios 
 
Q-o-Q Super Growth in Bottom Line Finally Broken 
 
FGB’s net profit has witnessed a 83% CAGR during FY02-08, the highest within our peer group, and the bank 
had consistently reported q-o-q net profit growth over the 7 periods till 9M FY08, primarily driven by strong 
performance of both core (corporate, retail and treasury) and non core businesses (five subsidiaries/
associates). FGB’s key performance drivers over the past five years, as we see them, have been capitalization 
on the IPO boom which brought in an accumulated AED708 million in net interest revenues (FY04-08) and 
secondly, the early dive into the real estate segment which contributed an accumulated AED1.5 billion (FY06-
08) in net non core revenue (gains from rental, govt. grants and revaluation and sale of investment prop-
erty). However, going forth, we do not foresee IPO related income to experience the same volume as was 
witnessed previously whilst real estate related income is forecasted to record a 75% decline in the current 
year. Finally, an unadventurous financial investment profile (80% investment in bonds) served the bank well 
as it did not book any impairment charges for the same during FY08 thus boosting net profit; however, for 
FY09, we have chosen to be conservative and hence booked AED200 million as impairments for the same. 

 
 

2008 Key Statistics and    
Market Share 

  
Loans - AED79 billion / 8% 
Deposits - AED74 billion / 8% 
  
Assets – AED108 billion 
Equity – AED17 billion 
Net Profit – AED3 billion 

Source: CBUAE; Company Report 
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FGB 
(Parent Co.) 

         Banking 
Aseel Finance - 40% 

First Gulf Libyan 
Bank - 50% 

Real Estate -  
Mismak Properties - 100% 
Ramdan Properties - 80% 

Green Emirates Prop. - 40% 

Source: Company Report; Chart reflects selected data 
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However, in the current 
context of declining real 
estate prices and adopting 
a conservative approach 
we have recorded an 
impairment worth AED331 
million on these invest-
ment property exposures 
for FY09 (10% on land in 
Abu Dhabi and 25% on 
land in Dubai). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During 4Q FY08, FGB 
chartered into Tripoli, 
Libya as it now manages 
and owns 50% First Gulf 
Libyan Bank (USD400 
million authorized capital 
and USD200 million paid 
up capital) with the re-
maining held by the Eco-
nomics and Social Devel-
opment Fund of Libya. 
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Bank with the Highest Exposure to Abu Dhabi Real Estate - Driven by Well Networked Board of 
Directors 
 
FGB recorded AED4 billion in investment property exposure in FY08 
(4% of assets), the highest amongst all local banks, allowing for the 
booking of AED529 million in sale and revaluation of investment 
property gains for the associated period, equivalent to 12% of net 
banking income and 18% of the AED3 billion reported bottom line. 
However, in the current context of declining real estate prices and 
adopting a conservative approach we have recorded an impairment 
worth AED331 million on these investment property exposures for 
FY09 (10% on land in Abu Dhabi and 25% on land in Dubai). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Quick in Diversifying – Real Estate, Equity Brokerage, Islamic Finance, Merchant Banking 
 
In line with the bank’s diversification strategy, FGB established five sub-
sidiaries/associates in the areas of real estate management, development, 
brokerage business, Islamic finance and merchant banking. These sub-
sidiaries delivered a healthy performance in FY08 and contributed AED903 
million or 30% of the consolidated bottom-line. 
 
Further, it is important to note that, the Islamic associate, Aseel Finance 
(AED500 million authorized capital), and the real estate associate Green 
Emirates Properties (AED500 million authorized capital) are both JV’s 
formed with 3 of the Abu Dhabi’s biggest real estate developers, namely, 
Al Dar Properties, Sorouh Real Estate, and Reem Investments, with each 
holding a 20% stake within the respective JV’s. The inter-linked nature of 
the ventures, and the size and scale of the associated real estate players 
are expected to serve the bank well, both directly through opening up 
lending opportunities and indirectly through solid subsidiaries/associate 
financial performance. 
 
Materializing Foreign Expansion Plans 
 
FGB, in accordance with its strategy, began implementing its international expansion plan in June 2007 with 
the inauguration of its first representative office located in Singapore. During 4Q FY08, FGB chartered into 
Tripoli, Libya as it now manages and owns 50% First Gulf Libyan Bank (USD400 million authorized capital and 
USD200 million paid up capital) with the remaining held by the Economics and Social Development Fund of 
Libya (which is managed by the Libyan Investment Authority - a sovereign wealth fund with an estimated 
capital of USD40 billion). Further, FGB also has plans to open a branch in Algeria, which we expect to materi-
alize by late FY09. 

Name Positions 
H.H. Sheikh Tahnoon Bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan 

Vice Chairman of FGB and Chairman of Reem 
Investments 

Abdulhamid Mohammed Saeed MD and Board Member at both FGB and Reem 
Investments 

Ahmed Ali Al Sayegh Board Member of FGB and Chairman of Aldar 
Properties 

Khaldoon Khalifa Al Mubarak Board Member of both FGB and Aldar Proper-
ties 

Source: Company Report; Prime Research 
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FGB reported a solid net 
interest income growth of 
94% in FY08, coming in at 
AED2.6 billion (vs. a 82% 
average growth witnessed 
over the last 4 years), 
essentially boosted by 
revenue from clients which 
came in at AED4.2 billion, 
up 60% y-o-y, on the back 
of solid loan book expan-
sion which soared 79% to 
AED81 billion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Non interest income mean-
while reflected a decent 
38% y-o-y surge to AED2 
billion, versus a previous 
AED1.4 billion, essentially 
driven by a 24% rise in 
gain on revaluation and 
sale of investment prop-
erty which recorded 
AED529 million for the 
year, on a year end expo-
sure of AED4 billion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Although relatively small, 
gains from associates 
more than doubled to 
AED157 million and pro-
vided support to the bot-
tom-line which accordingly 
came in at AED3 billion, 
reflecting a 49% rise over 
the AED2 billion booked in 
FY07. 
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FY08 Financial Assessment 
 
Net Interest Income 
 
FGB reported a solid net interest income growth of 94% in FY08, coming in at AED2.6 billion (vs. a 82% av-
erage growth witnessed over the last 4 years), essentially boosted by revenue from clients, which came in at 
AED4.2 billion, up 60% y-o-y, on the back of solid loan book expansion which soared 79% to AED81 billion. 
Further, the bank recorded an investment income of AED260 million (down 44% y-o-y), on the back of lower 
yields on financial assets (available for sale and held to maturity) which ended the year down 1% to AED10 
billion, while Islamic financing revenue reached a record AED296 million with associated lending showcasing 
an annual rise of 108% to AED4.8 billion.  
 
Interest expense for FY08 witnessed a mild rise of 5%, much below interest income growth, to AED2.4 billion 
of which AED1.8 billion (down 1% y-o-y) represented interest related to customer deposits, reflecting the 
benign environment for the most part of FY08 as the cost of customer deposits, which grew 42% to AED74 
billion, averaged 3.1% versus 4.4% in the previous year. Further, interest expense pressures stemmed from 
inter-bank borrowing and wholesale funding costs which registered AED305 million and AED222 million, re-
spectively, with inter-bank borrowing rising 162% to AED7.3 billion and MTNs issuance settling unchanged at 
AED5.8 billion, of which AED2.8 billion was paid in March FY09, with the remaining AED3 billion 
(LIBOR+0.275%) due only in November FY12. Further, in July FY08, the bank issued AED3.6 billion in con-
vertible notes (EIBOR+1%) with a compulsory conversion into shares three years post date of issuance, 
unless converted earlier. 
 
Non Interest Income 
 
Non interest income meanwhile reflected a decent 38% y-o-y surge to AED2 billion, versus a previous AED1.4 
billion, essentially driven by a 24% rise in gain on revaluation and sale of investment property which recorded 
AED529 million for the year, on a year end exposure of AED4 billion. Additionally, fees and commission in-
come registered AED1.1 billion (up 141% y-o-y) whereas FCY and derivative income combined leapt an ag-
gressive 167% to AED319 million (notional value of derivatives held for trading increased by 100% to AED39 
billion). On the other hand, dire performance of the capital markets during the last quarter forced the bank to 
record AED253 million as loss on AFS and fair value financial investments (which combined ended the year at 
AED2 billion), this compared to a gain of AED280 million in FY07. 
 
Non Interest Expenses, Provisions and Credit Quality 
 
FGB reported a massive 86% jump in non interest expense to AED1.1 billion in FY08 leading to a CI ratio of 
25%, which records at the lower end of our peer spectrum. Staff expenses which represented 50% of the 
total grew by 69% on the back of the banks branch expansions which totaled 18 at year end (currently 17) 
with an employee per branch of 55 and an emiratization rate of ca. 37%. Also, the bank’s concentration on 
retail banking and thus higher marketing costs contributed to higher SG&A expenses, which reported 12% of 
net banking income and grew by an annual 110% to AED537 million.  
 
The bank booked AED566 million in loan provisioning for FY08, representing an annual rise of 174%, and 
thus improved its coverage ratio to an all time high of 233% (vs. 144% in FY07) with the NPL/gross loan 
ratio falling to 0.6%. 
 
Net Income 
 
Although relatively small, gains from associates more than doubled to AED157 million and provided support 
to the bottom-line which accordingly came in at AED3 billion, reflecting a 49% rise over the AED2 billion 
booked in FY07. FGB achieved the highest peer group growth in bottom-line boosted primarily due to no im-
pact on the income statement by way of provisions on its AED10 billion financial investments (9% of assets), 
within which bonds represented 80% with the remaining held as equity and other funds. 
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Valuation 
 
Our valuation on First Gulf Bank has yielded a DECF fair value of AED11.29/share, with the company's future 
cash flows discounted by a cost of equity of 13.9%.   
 
The cost of equity has been calculated by utilizing the capital asset pricing model, and based on a risk free 
rate of 6.9%, an equity risk premium of 7% and a beta of 1. 
  
With the company currently trading at AED8.90/share, our fair value target provides investors a 27% upside 
potential. We accordingly assign a strong buy recommendation. 
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
(Figures in AED million)) 

Income Statement 
 2007a  2008a  2009f  2010f  2011f 

 

Interest Income       3,602.9         4,957.2         6,030.3         6,723.2        6,519.5  
Interest Expense       2,271.5         2,376.7         3,115.8         3,417.1        2,873.8  
Net Interest Income       1,331.3         2,580.5         2,914.5         3,306.1        3,645.8  
Non-Interest Income       1,421.8         1,961.0         1,499.3         1,720.2        1,938.8  
Non-Interest Expenses          610.7         1,134.9         1,337.0         1,619.5        1,936.6  
Operating Profit       2,142.4         3,406.6         3,076.9         3,406.8        3,648.0  
Provisions          206.9            566.4            993.6            611.2           374.2  
Income from Associates            72.7            156.9            188.3            216.6           240.4  
Net Profit Before Tax       2,008.2         2,997.2         2,271.6         3,012.2        3,514.2  
Income Tax                -                    -                    -                15.1             17.6  
NPAT       2,008.2         2,997.2         2,271.6         2,997.1        3,496.7  
Non Appropriation             50.0              52.0            51.6             68.0            79.4 
Net Attributable Income       1,958.2         2,945.3         2,220.0         2,929.1        3,417.3  
Balance Sheet       
Cash and Cash Items       8,977.9         5,005.0         6,792.9         6,766.0        9,129.8  
Inter-bank Assets       4,184.9         2,837.4         5,456.9         6,002.5        6,843.0  
Net Loans & Advances     44,409.3       79,363.0       90,948.7     107,187.8    122,196.8  
Investment in Associates          326.4            553.0            741.4            957.9        1,198.3  
Investment Properties       2,922.3         3,991.3         4,260.1         4,716.3        5,254.5  
Non Trading Security Investment     10,110.2         9,979.6       10,673.5       13,708.0      14,183.6  
Net Fixed Assets       1,525.8         2,012.3         2,246.5         2,606.3        2,930.7  
Other Assets          740.8         3,780.0         4,331.9         5,105.3        5,820.2  

 Total  Assets     73,197.5     107,521.7     125,451.8     147,050.1    167,556.9  

      
Claims on Assets      
Inter-bank Liabilities       2,786.2         7,312.6         3,471.4         4,161.8        4,804.4  
Customer Deposits     52,256.1       73,962.7       86,784.7     104,046.0    120,109.2  
Bonds       5,785.0         5,785.0       11,530.0       11,530.0      11,530.0  
Dividend Payable          250.0            477.4            386.2            659.4           944.2  
Other Liabilities       2,249.8         3,841.8         5,207.1         6,242.8        7,206.6  
Total Liabilities 63,327.1 91,379.5 107,379.3 126,640.0 144,594.2 

Total Shareholders' Equity       9,870.4       16,142.2       18,072.5       20,410.2      22,962.7  
Total Liab. & Shareholders 
Equity 

    73,197.5     107,521.7     125,451.8     147,050.1    167,556.9  

      

Size Items 
 2007a  2008a  2009f  2010f  2011f 

 

Total Revenues 5,024.6 6,918.2 7,529.6 8,443.4 8,458.3 
Net Banking Income 2,753.1 4,541.5 4,413.8 5,026.3 5,584.6 
Earning Assets 48,594.2 82,200.4 96,405.6 113,190.3 129,039.8 
Liquid Assets 13,162.8 7,842.5 12,249.9 12,768.5 15,972.8 
Total Invested Capital 15,655.4 21,927.2 29,602.4 31,940.1 34,492.6 
Non-Performing Loans (NPLs) 452.8 489.9 1,388.3 1,640.1 1,496.7 
Loan Provisions Balance 653.8 1,140.8 1,603.6 2,150.2 2,524.4 
Profitability Ratios      

Yr/Yr Net Interest Income Growth 10.2% 93.8% 12.9% 13.4% 10.3% 
Yr/Yr Non-Interest Income 67.4% 37.9% -23.5% 14.7% 12.7% 
Gross Earning Yield (GEY) 7.4% 6.0% 6.3% 5.9% 5.1% 
Breakeven Earning Yield (BEY) 4.7% 2.9% 3.2% 3.0% 2.2% 
Net Interest Margin (NIM) 2.7% 3.1% 3.0% 2.9% 2.8% 
Cost of Funds (exc. equity) 3.7% 2.7% 3.1% 2.9% 2.1% 
Cost of Funds (inc. equity) 5.2% 4.5% 4.7% 4.5% 3.8% 
ROA 2.7% 2.8% 1.8% 2.0% 2.1% 
ROE 20.3% 18.6% 12.6% 14.7% 15.2% 
ROIC (after-tax) 12.5% 13.4% 7.5% 9.2% 9.9% 
      
Asset Quality Ratios      
      
NPLs/Total Loans 1.0% 0.6% 1.5% 1.5% 1.2% 
Loan Provisions/NPLs 144.4% 232.9% 115.5% 131.1% 168.7% 
Spe. & Gen.  Loan Prov./T Loans 1.5% 1.4% 1.7% 2.0% 2.0% 
      
Productivity Ratios      
      
T. Loans  & Adv./ T. Deposits 86.2% 108.8% 106.6% 105.1% 103.8% 
Liquid Assets/Total Deposits 25.2% 10.6% 14.1% 12.3% 13.3% 
Interbank Ratio 150.2% 38.8% 157.2% 144.2% 142.4% 
      



Union National Bank (UNB), established in 1982, is the only bank in the UAE 
which has significant shareholdings by the Governments of both Abu Dhabi 
(50%) and Dubai (10%) and currently operates through a network of 49 
branches and over 120 ATMs throughout the UAE. The bank is also present 
in Egypt through its 94.9% owned subsidiary UNB - Egypt which has 10 
branches. 
 
UNB recorded a LD ratio of 102% in FY08, much lower that its peer average 
of 115% and with management confirming its peg to a conservative lending 
strategy going ahead, we remain fairly optimistic that the LD ratio will trend 
downwards this year onwards with FY11 forecasted to witness the same at 
93%. Apart from this, the financial investment (AED2.5 billion) profile of the 
bank also reflects decent conservatism as it forms only 4% of assets within 
which only 17% is classified as AFS while a much larger 60% as HTM. As a 
result, the impact of the associated provisions worth AED187 million (AED60 
million in income statement and AED127 million in equity) during 4Q FY08 
was much less than most of its peers. Lastly, a much comforting AED5.7 
billion EMTN maturity profile (7% in FY09, 28% in FY10 and 65% in FY11) 
apart from the AED5.2 billion capital injection (AED2 billion as Tier 1 and 
AED3.2 billion as Tier 2 ) from the MoF adds to the ability of the bank to 
continue remaining a net interbank lender in the market (AED5.3 billion in 
FY08) adding significant contribution to its core interest business. 
 
UNB has also established a new, as of yet unnamed real estate subsidiary, 
engaged in financing, development, brokerage and management of real 
estate properties in which the bank holds a 40% stake. The company is 
expected to have a paid up capital of ca. AED500 million. We believe it is 
because of this realty venture that the bank was able to record its initial 
AED290 million as gain on sale of investment property in FY08. However, 
going forth, we do not expect such high sale values to re-occur and have 
hence resorted to nil revaluation gains apart from recording a cumulative 
AED137 million as similar gain on sales during FY09-11. 
 
We have factored in the deteriorating economic environment (leading to 
retail and corporate defaults) and hence expect the NPL/gross loan ratio to 
double to 1.4% during both FY09 and FY10 before moderating to 1.2% for 
the rest of our forecast horizon ending FY13. Our net income estimate for 
the year end comes in at AED1.1 billion, which illustrates a 22% annual 
decline, while our FY09-13 bottom line registers a 13% CAGR. 
 

Our valuation on UNB has yielded a DECF fair value of AED2.70/share, with 
the company's future cash flows discounted by a cost of equity of 13.9%. 
With the company currently trading at AED2.24/share, our fair value target 
provides investors with 20% upside potential. We accordingly assign a buy 
recommendation. 
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cant shareholdings by the 
Governments of both Abu 
Dhabi (50%) and Dubai 
(10%) and currently oper-
ates through a network of 
49 branches and over 120 
ATMs throughout the UAE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We resort to a conserva-
tive scenario and hence 
expect the NPL ratio to 
double this year to record 
1.4%, thus adding pres-
sure to the bottom-line as 
coverage ratios are kept 
above the 100% mark. 

 

On the other hand, with 
the objective of further 
enhancing its retail lending 
capabilities and establish-
ing a foothold in the Is-
lamic banking space, UNB 
launched Al Wifaq Finance 
Company in June FY06, 
with a paid up capital of 
AED500 million (79.6% 
stake). 
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Union National Bank (UNB), established in 1982, is the only bank in the UAE 
which has significant shareholdings by the Governments of both Abu Dhabi 
(50%) and Dubai (10%) and currently operates through a network of 49 
branches and over 120 ATMs throughout the UAE. UNB is also present in Egypt 
through its 94.9% owned subsidiary UNB - Egypt which has 10 branches. 
 
Company Strategy 
 

• Enhance market position in retail banking 
• Undertake risk averse expansion and diversification 

of business activities 
• Pursue expansion in GCC and other key strategic 

markets 
• Increase asset management business 

 
Corporate and Retail Lending Driven Growth - Early 
Bird in Islamic Financing 
 
UNB, having traditionally positioned itself as a primary lender to the corporate and the government sector, 
has recently witnessed a shift in strategy, focusing on increasing lending to the higher yielding retail seg-
ment, capitalizing on a currently under-utilized branch network (consumer loans/branch of AED188 million vs. 
ADCB’s AED941 million), whilst retaining its focus on growing its corporate book. Numbers for the three year 
period ending FY08 are clear testimony to this, with both corporate and retail lending combined witnessing a 
respective 50% CAGR over the period, relative to far slower 15% comparable for lending to the state. Fur-
ther, since only 20% of loans were related to government and public sector, we resort to a conservative sce-
nario and hence expect the NPL ratio to double this year to record 1.4%, thus adding pressure to the bottom-
line as coverage ratios are kept above the 100% mark. 
 
On the other hand, with the objective of further 
enhancing its retail lending capabilities and es-
tablishing a foothold in the Islamic banking 
space, UNB launched Al Wifaq Finance Com-
pany in June FY06, with a paid up capital of 
AED500 million (79.6% stake) for the purpose 
of offering Sharia compliant financial, commer-
cial and investing services to both organizations 
and individuals. The Islamic unit contributed net 
interest income of AED250 million on associated 
Islamic financing of AED6 billion (12% of total 
loans) in FY08. 
 
 

2008 Key Statistics and           
Market Share 

  
Loans - AED50 billion / 5% 
Deposits - AED50 billion / 5% 
  
Assets – AED65 billion 
Equity – AED8 billion 
Net Profit – AED1.4 billion 

Source: CBUAE; Company Report 

UNB 
(Parent Co.) 

         Banking -  
UNB Egypt - 94.9% 

Others -  
Al Wifaq Finance - 79.6% 
Union Brokerage - 100% 

Source: Company Report; Chart reflects selected data 
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However, with manage-
ment confirming its peg to 
a conservative lending 
strategy going ahead, we 
remain fairly optimistic 
that the LD ratio will trend 
downwards this year on-
wards with FY11 fore-
casted to witness the same 
at 93%. 

 

A much comforted AED5.7 
billion EMTN maturity 
profile (7% in FY09, 28% 
in FY10 and 65% in FY11) 
adds to the ability of the 
bank to continue remain-
ing a net interbank lender 
in the market (AED5.3 
billion in FY08) adding 
significant contribution to 
its core interest business. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Similarly, in 1Q FY08, UNB 
received approval from the 
Qatar Financial Centre 
Regulatory Author i ty 
(QFCRA) to set up a 
branch in the Qatar Finan-
cial Centre (QFC), which 
will be regulated by the 
CBUAE. 

 

 

 

However, going forth, we 
do not expect such high 
sale values to re-occur and 
have hence resorted to nil 
revaluation gains apart 
from recording a cumula-
tive AED137 million as 
similar gain on sales dur-
ing FY09-11 with the 
property portfolio expected 
to reach AED678 million in 
FY11 or less than 1% of 
total assets. 
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Liquid Balance Sheet – Result of Conservative Strategy 
 
UNB recorded a LD ratio of 102% in FY08, much 
lower that its peer average of 115%, despite seeing a 
contraction worth AED1 billion in its loan book and an 
injection worth AED3.2 billion as government deposits 
during 4Q FY08. However, with management con-
firming its peg to a conservative lending strategy 
going ahead, we remain fairly optimistic that the LD 
ratio will trend downwards this year onwards with 
FY11 forecasted to witness the same at 93%. Apart 
from this, the financial investment (AED2.5 billion) 
profile of the bank also reflects decent conservatism 
as it forms only 4% of assets within which only 17% 
is classified as AFS while a much larger 60% as HTM. 
As a result, the impact of the associated provisions 
worth AED187 million (AED60 million in income statement and AED127 million in equity) during 4Q FY08 was 
much less than most of its peers. Lastly, a much comforted AED5.7 billion EMTN maturity profile (7% in 
FY09, 28% in FY10 and 65% in FY11) adds to the ability of the bank to continue remaining a net interbank 
lender in the market (AED5.3 billion in FY08) adding significant contribution to its core interest business. 

 
Increasing Foreign Operations – Egypt, China and Qatar 
 
As part of the bank’s regional expansion strategy, UNB in September FY06 acquired control of Egypt based, 
Alexandria Commercial and Maritime Bank (ACMB) through the acquisition of a 94.9% stake for a considera-
tion of ca. AED158 million. Further, in November FY07 UNB also obtained requisite approvals from the China 
Banking Regulatory Commission to establish a representative office in Shanghai; the purpose being to facili-
tate operations of its cross country clients by extending trade facilities and services. Similarly, in 1Q FY08, 
UNB received approval from the Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory Authority (QFCRA) to set up a branch in 
the Qatar Financial Centre (QFC), which will be regulated by the CBUAE. UNB’s management has confirmed 
that the bank is currently reviewing various other potential geographic targets, in which to establish a pres-
ence or forge a strategic alliance, with a medium term target of foreign operations contributing close to 5% 
of net profits. 
 
Foray into Real Estate Business – Records AED290 million (18% of Operating Profit) as Gain on 
Sale of Property in FY08 
 
UNB has also established a new, as of yet unnamed real estate subsidiary, engaged in financing, develop-
ment, brokerage and management of real estate properties in which the bank holds a 40% stake. The com-
pany is expected to have a paid up capital similar to that of Al Wifaq Finance, i.e., ca. AED500 million. We 
believe it is because of this realty venture that the bank was able to record its initial AED290 million as gain 
on sale of investment property in FY08. However, we do not expect such high sale values to re-occur and 
hence have resorted to nil revaluation gains apart from recording a cumulative AED137 million as similar gain 
on sales during FY09-11 with the property portfolio expected to reach AED678 million in FY11 or less than 
1% of total assets. 
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UNB reported a 37% 
increase in net interest 
income in FY08 (vs. last 
four years average growth 
of 24%) , recording 
AED1.5 billion versus an 
AED1.1 billion figure re-
ported in the comparable 
period last year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UNB reported a 32% y-o-y 
rise in FY08 non interest 
income to AED796 million 
following diversification 
into real estate activity 
which resulted in a signifi-
cant one time gain of 
AED290 million from sale 
of property. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Net income for FY08 ac-
cordingly came in at 
AED1.4 billion, illustrating 
a 22% annual increase, 
essentially driven by solid 
performance of both core 
and non core businesses, 
while ROE for the associ-
ated year stood at 19%. 
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FY08 Financial Assessment 
 
Net Interest Income 
 
UNB reported a 37% increase in net interest income in FY08 (vs. last four years average growth of 24%), 
recording AED1.5 billion versus an AED1.1 billion figure reported in the comparable period last year. Interest 
generated from clients reported an 11% increase to AED2.5 billion, in turn on the back of a better that ex-
pected 28% jump in conventional loans over the period which recorded AED45 billion. Similarly, a 117% 
growth in Islamic finance to AED6 billion for FY08 aided in boosting interest revenue by AED322 million. Fur-
ther, investment income for the year also increased 15% to AED108 million on combined trading and non 
trading investments of AED2.6 billion. 
 
Interest expense, on the other hand, reported a 9% annual decline to AED1.6 billion, with customer deposit 
interest expense, accounting for in excess of 78% of the aggregate, down 6% annually at AED1.3 billion, on 
the back of lower interest rates on deposits which ended the year up 35% to AED50 billion. The banks MTNs 
registered AED5.7 billion at the end of last year (comprised of a AED3.7 billion syndicated loan maturing in 
FY11 and a AED2 billion MTN maturing in FY10), having declined 7% y-o-y, with associated costs 
(undisclosed) offset in part by higher interest rate yielding inter-bank lending of AED6 billion during the same 
year. 
 
Non Interest Income 
 
UNB reported a 32% y-o-y rise in FY08 non interest income to AED796 million following diversification into 
real estate activity which resulted in a significant one time gain of AED290 million from sale of property. Fur-
ther, the bank registered improved contributions from its fee income which gained 42% to AED528 million, 
while FCY gains also recorded a 36% hike to AED57 million. On the other hand, a weakening of local capital 
markets during 4Q FY08 had significant impact on UNB’s non interest income performance as it recorded 
losses worth AED181 million from trading and non trading investments compared to a AED142 million gain 
during FY07. 
 
Non Interest Expenses, Provisions and Credit Quality 
 
Non-interest expenses rose a comparatively moderate 29% annually to record AED640 million with staff re-
lated costs constituting a bulk AED413 million equivalent to 64% of the associated total. Noteworthy, UNB’s 
ex-staff related costs also increased significantly as the bank expanded physically by adding 2 new branches 
in the same year; depreciation and SG&A costs reported a 41% increase to AED227 million. The result of the 
aforementioned, combined with a much higher net banking income growth resulted in a 1.5% contraction in 
the CI ratio to 27.9%. 
 
UNB booked AED144 million in loan provisions in FY08, illustrating a 9x growth, on the back of higher NPLs 
expected during FY09. The bank reported year end NPL/gross loans of 0.7%, a 19 bps annual improvement, 
while the coverage ratio came in at an extremely comfortable 171%, up from 143% in the previous year. 
Further, a provision worth AED60 million was also recorded for financial investments, of which 16% related to 
HTM and 84% for AFS securities. 
 
Net Income 
 
Net income for FY08 accordingly came in at AED1.4 billion, illustrating a 22% annual increase, essentially 
driven by solid performance of both core and non core businesses, while ROE for the associated year stood at 
19%. 
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Valuation 
 
Our valuation on Union National Bank has yielded a DECF fair value of AED2.70/share, with the company's 
future cash flows discounted by a cost of equity of 13.9%.   
 
The cost of equity has been calculated by utilizing the capital asset pricing model, and based on a risk free 
rate of 6.9%, an equity risk premium of 7% and a beta of 1. 
  
With the company currently trading at AED2.24/share, our fair value target provides investors a 20% upside 
potential. We accordingly assign a buy recommendation. 
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
(Figures in AED million)) 

Income Statement 
 2007a  2008a  2009f  2010f  2011f 

 

Interest Income       2,891.7      3,136.3        3,585.3         3,993.8        4,146.7  
Interest Expense       1,801.8      1,638.6        1,944.0         2,147.1        2,095.5  
Net Interest Income       1,089.9      1,497.7        1,641.4         1,846.7        2,051.3  
Non-Interest Income          604.7         796.3           503.4            570.6           634.4  
Non-Interest Expenses          498.1         640.3           678.0            825.2           958.3  
Operating Profit       1,196.5      1,653.7        1,466.8         1,592.1        1,727.4  
Provisions            14.1         203.9           331.8            233.8           146.7  
Income from Associates                -                 -                   -                    -                   -    
Net Profit Before Tax       1,182.4      1,449.8        1,135.0         1,358.3        1,580.7  
Income Tax              3.0             8.6               6.7                8.0               9.4  
NPAT       1,179.4      1,441.2        1,128.2         1,350.2        1,571.3  
Non Appropriation                14.1          43.3            35.1             42.0            48.8 
Net Attributable Income       1,165.2      1,397.9        1,093.2         1,308.3        1,522.5  
Balance Sheet       
Cash and Cash Items       9,861.7      3,026.8        4,534.0         5,472.8        6,213.3  
Inter-bank Assets       3,719.8      5,929.9      11,260.5       12,750.9      11,122.1  
Net Marketable Securities          149.7         114.0           130.6            157.6           179.0  
Net Loans & Advances     37,378.6    50,429.3      56,469.7       64,783.4      72,076.9  
Non Trading Security Investments       2,420.5      2,494.9        2,753.3         3,309.0        3,775.8  
Net Fixed Assets          279.6         364.6           394.4            445.3           474.6  
Other Assets       1,646.9      2,865.8        3,015.8         3,450.8        3,823.4  

 Total  Assets     55,456.7    65,225.3      78,558.3       90,369.8      97,665.1  

      
Claims on Assets      
Inter-bank Liabilities          814.8         645.7           595.1            684.1           776.7  
Customer Deposits     40,204.4    49,472.6      56,674.8       68,409.5      77,666.4  
Dividend Payable          312.5         187.5           175.8            277.9           402.0  
Bonds       6,090.3      5,672.0      10,472.0         8,873.0        5,200.0  
Other Liabilities       1,642.5      1,738.9        1,992.1         2,404.6        2,730.0  
Total Liabilities 49,064.6 57,716.7 69,909.8 80,649.0 86,775.0 

Total Shareholders' Equity       6,392.2      7,508.5        8,648.5         9,720.8      10,890.1  
Total Liab. & Shareholders 
Equity 

    55,456.7    65,225.3      78,558.3       90,369.8      97,665.1  

      

Size Items 
 2007a  2008a  2009f  2010f  2011f 

 

Total Revenues 3,496.4 3,932.6 4,088.7 4,564.4 4,781.1 
Net Banking Income 1,694.6 2,294.0 2,144.8 2,417.3 2,685.7 
Earning Assets 41,248.0 56,473.2 67,860.8 77,692.0 83,378.0 
Liquid Assets 13,731.2 9,070.6 15,925.1 18,381.3 17,514.3 
Total Invested Capital 12,482.5 13,180.6 19,120.5 18,593.8 16,090.1 
Non-Performing Loans (NPLs) 350.1 375.0 803.5 922.7 880.2 
Loan Provisions Balance 499.7 639.4 926.4 1,124.1 1,270.8 
Profitability Ratios      

Yr/Yr Net Interest Income Growth 22.7% 37.4% 9.6% 12.5% 11.1% 
Yr/Yr Non-Interest Income -4.4% 31.7% -36.8% 13.3% 11.2% 
Gross Earning Yield (GEY) 7.0% 5.6% 5.3% 5.1% 5.0% 
Breakeven Earning Yield (BEY) 4.4% 2.9% 2.9% 2.8% 2.5% 
Net Interest Margin (NIM) 2.6% 2.7% 2.4% 2.4% 2.5% 
Cost of Funds (exc. equity) 3.8% 2.9% 2.9% 2.8% 2.5% 
Cost of Funds (inc. equity) 5.0% 4.2% 4.1% 4.0% 3.8% 
ROA 2.1% 2.2% 1.4% 1.5% 1.6% 
ROE 18.4% 19.2% 13.0% 13.9% 14.4% 
ROIC (after-tax) 9.4% 10.9% 5.7% 7.0% 9.5% 
      
Asset Quality Ratios      
      
NPLs/Total Loans 0.9% 0.7% 1.4% 1.4% 1.2% 
Loan Provisions/NPLs 142.7% 170.5% 115.3% 121.8% 144.4% 
Spe. & Gen.  Loan Prov./T Loans 1.3% 1.3% 1.6% 1.7% 1.7% 
      
Productivity Ratios      
      
T. Loans  & Adv./ T. Deposits 94.2% 103.2% 101.3% 96.3% 94.4% 
Liquid Assets/Total Deposits 34.2% 18.3% 28.1% 26.9% 22.6% 
Interbank Ratio 456.5% 918.4% 1892.3% 1863.9% 1432.0% 
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Recommendation Target-to-Market Price (x) 

Strong Buy x > 25% 

Buy 15% < x <25% 

Accumulate 5%< x <15% 

Hold -5% < x < 5% 

Reduce -15% < x < -5% 

Strong Sell x < -25% 

Stock Recommendation Guidelines  

Sell -25% < x < -15%  

Investment Grade Explanation 

Growth  3 Yr. Earnings CAGR > 20%  

Value Equity Positioned Within Maturity Stage of Cycle 

Income Upcoming Dividend Yield > Average LCY IBOR 

Speculative Quality Earnings Reflect Above Normal Risk Factor 
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Disclaimer 
Information included in this report has no regard to specific investment objectives, financial situation, advices or particular needs of the report users. 
The report is published for information purposes only and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related 
financial instruments. Unless specifically stated otherwise, all price information is only considered as indicator. 
 
No express or implied representation or guarantee is provided with respect to completeness, accuracy or reliability of information included in this 
report. 
 
Past performance is not necessarily an indication of future results. Fluctuation of foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, 
price or income of any products mentioned in this report. 
 
Information included in this report should not be regarded by report users as a substitute for the exercise of their own due diligence and analysis 
based on own assessment and judgment criteria. Any opinions given are subject to change without notice and may significantly differ or be contrary 
to opinions expressed by other Prime business areas as a result of using different assumptions and criteria. Prime Group is under no obligation 
responsible to update or keep current the information contained herein. 
 
Prime Group, its directors, officers, employees or clients may have or have had interests or long or short positions in the securities and/or currencies 
referred to herein, and may at any time make purchases and/or sales in them as principal or agent.  
 
Prime Group, its related entities, directors, employees and agents accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss or damage of any kind arising from the 
use of all or part of these information included in this report. Certain laws and regulations impose liabilities which cannot be disclaimed. This dis-
claimer shall, in no way, constitute a waiver or limitation of any rights a person may have under such laws and/or regulations. 
 
Furthermore, Prime Group or any of the group companies may have or have had a relationship with or may provide or have provided other ser-
vices, within its objectives to the relevant companies. 
 
Copyright 2009 Prime Group all rights reserved. You are hereby notified that distribution and copying of this document is strictly prohibited without 
the prior approval of Prime Group. 
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